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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION, GLOSSARY, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION:

In 1950 a 5.4 cm by 8.5 cm plastic card was introduced by Diners

Club in America that has subsequently achieved a prominent

position on the worldwide commercial scene. The number of Credit

Cards in circulation is still growing at a good pace. The system

is not perfect, the mechanism is not foolproof and most

importantly it is not free, but it is certainly the most

practical means of handling consumer, credit. It is estimated that

in the United States an average of eight Credit Cards are

possessed by each adult.(52)

In order to understand the jargon of the Credit Card business, a

glossary may be useful.

GLOSSARY:

Affinity Card- An Affinity Card is one which is jointly promoted

by a bank and a retailer. It is a normal Credit Card bearing the

logo of both commercial entities. The holder of this card

generally enjoys extra benefits provided by the retailer.

(Picture 1)

Bank Credit Card- A Credit Card combines the two classic

services of a commercial bank: credit and a means of making

third-party payments. The possessor of a Card can buy consumer



Picture 1

Affinity Card

Source: International Bank of Asia
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goods or services on credit, and the Card serves both to identify

him to the merchant and to entitle the merchant to be paid by the

bank or credit card company that issues the Card. The bank or

credit card company is compensated by fees paid by cardholders,

and by paying the merchant the cardholder's charge less a

discount. (Picture 2)

Bonus Point Scheme- There are various forms of Bonus Point

Schemes. The concept is to generate Credit Card activities. By

accumulating a certain purchase dollar value, valuable gifts or

cardholder benefits will be obtained by the cardholder. In some

Bonus Point Schemes, the Sweepstakes Approach' promises

cardholders chances to win prizes in a lucky draw whenever their

purchases reach some pre-set levels.

Classification of Credit Cards- There are three basic types of

credit cards:

o Travel and Entertainment Cards(' T & E' Cards).

Traditionally this category has been associated with Diners

Club and American Express.

o International Bank Interchangeable System Cards, e.g. Visa

and MasterCard.

o Specialized and Local or Private Label Cards, e.g. major

gasoline retailers and some hotel chains.

Charge Card- This type of Credit Card works like a charge

account, in that the cardholder is expected to pay his bill in

full every month to clear the account balance.

Cheque Guarantee Cards- The Cheque Guarantee Cards allow

cardholders to make, and retailers and banks to accept, payment



Picture 2

Bank Credit Cards

Source: International Bank of Asia
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by cheque drawn by the cardholders.

Debit Cards- Debit Cards provide access to current or deposit

accounts, and such accounts are generally kept in credit.

However, these Debit Cards are mostly ATM cards and cannot be

used for normal shopping therefore, banks have to invest a lot

of time and effort in trying to promote debit cards, e.g. The

Easy Pay System in Hong Kong. Sometimes in the U.S., banks

promote debit cards under the Visa and MasterCard labels.

EFT Services --Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) has been described

as a sophisticated electronic technology used to conduct many of

the daily financial transactions currently provided by cash and

checks. Recent trends in EFT provide the consumers with such new

choices as 24-hour access to enquire their personal checking or

savings accounts, direct deposits of payrolls by employers,

inter-continental money transfers, and bill payments. The impact

of a checkless/cashless society on the consumer, on the retailer,

and on the banker has in many areas been extensive.

Finance Charge- At present, if the cardholder in Hong Kong pays

the minimum amount required in his Visa Card bill, interest is

added at 2% per month on any outstanding balance carried forward.

This is equivalent to a maximum true annual interest rate of

26.82%.(48)

Finance Charge in Hong Kong- The finance charge in Hong Kong as

charged by the Visa issuing banks is sometimes regarded as

extortionate.

In the Visa Cardholder Agreement from the banks in Hong Kong, the

computation of finance charges is not always listed:
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1. Regarding the minimum payment due from the cardholder, the

amount is 5% of the outstanding balance billed, or HK$50,

whichever is greater.

2. There will be no finance charge if the whole outstanding

balance billed is paid by the cardholder.

3. If the cardholder pays to the bank less than the outstanding

balance billed, a finance charge calculated on a daily basis

at 2% per month will be applied:

o to the outstanding balance after the payment due date.

o to the whole balance in the statement of the cardholder

between the statement date and the payment due date.

o to any purchase made after the payment due date.

4. If the cardholder fails to pay the minimum payment required

by the payment due date, a further charge of 5 percent per

month of the minimum payment due (minimum of $5 and a

maximum of $50) will be debited to the account on the next

statement date.

By such calculations, the annual compound rate after allowing for

monthly compounding comes to as high as 58%.(39)

Grace Period The bank Credit Card permits the holder to charge

purchases at stores that have become participating members. The

bank bills the cardholder for all purchases made during a monthly

period of time. The cardholder has the option of paying the full

amount due within a specified grace period- usually 25 to 30 days

after billing date without any finance charge or if the

cardholder decides not to pay in full after the grace period, the

account is placed on a revolving basis which carries with it a
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finance charge.

House Card- House Card is also called Private Label Card. The

card bears the logo of a retailer. Credits are granted to the

consumers by the retailer. Operations of House Cards are usually

backed up by a bank. (Picture 3)

Merchant Sales Slips- The Credit Card plays the dual role of

giving evidence to the merchant that a line of credit has been

granted to the customer and of being a convenient and accurate

means of imprinting sales drafts. These sales slips are deposited

by the merchant with the card-issuing bank or with one of its

agents. In either case merchants receive an immediate deposit,

less a discount, in their own bank accounts. The merchant

discounts vary from 2 percent to 2.5 percent for most merchants,

and are significantly lower than those of the charge cards which

is around 5 percent. (Picture 4)

Multi-purpose Card or 'All-in-one' Card- The integration of

several functions in a single piece of plastic has been an

outstanding trend in plastic cards. Virtually all Credit Cards

can be used to get cash out of ATMs, while some banks issue

combined ATM and Cheque Guarantee Cards. Most'Visa Credit Cards

serve all three functions Credit Card, ATM, and also Cheque

Guarantee Card (Picture 5). Eventually the banks, building

societies, retailers and public utilities will load up their

information on to a single plastic card which would then be the

key to all financial and banking data.

Revolving Credit Bank Card Account- Most Bank Credit Cards are

like a revolving credit account. The cardholder has the option of



Picture 3: House Card Source: Hang Seng Bank
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All-In-One Card
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paying all at once or stretching out his payments over a number

of months indeed the bank not only gives him the chance to delay

payments but it actively encourages him to do so and it can

collect the finance charges.

Travel and Entertainment Cards- Diners Club, American Express

and Carte Blanche are 'T & E' Cards which allow cardholders to

pay their hotel, restaurant and purchase bills on a monthly

basis, with no limit on the amount of credit.

Unsolicited Credit Card- It is an offence to give out Credit

Cards that have not been asked for. It is also illegal to send

documents to minors inviting them to borrow money or obtain other

credit facilities.

Visa Card- This is a Credit Card issued by the banks which are

members of the global partnership 'Visa International'.

Visa International- Visa International is a for-profit, global

partnership owned jointly by its over twenty thousand member

financial institutions. It is established to provide the essence

of a universal payment service.

- A device, that introduces the buyer to the seller. The

device is that small plastic card with the blue, white and

gold bands of Visa.

- Rules that govern the financial institutions representing

the cardholder and merchant.

- A service that enables the Issuer to control fraud and

credit loss, and enables the merchant-signing Member,

through Interchange, to recover from the Issuer funds paid

to the merchant for bankcard sales drafts.
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Its operating principles are to assure that all Members are

represented equitably; to protect the Visa program from

domination by any single Member, country or region; preserve the

autonomy of each Member's program give all Members perpetual

rights to use the Visa marks design and protect all its Members

from arbitrary or detrimental acts by Visa or any other

Member.(50)
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:

The first bank Credit Card was issued by the Franklin National

Bank of California in 1951. Since then more and more bank Credit

Cards have been marketed in the United States. Though the Bank of

America entered the Credit Card business in the U.S. in 1959, it

was not until 1974 that Bank of America took Bank of East Asia as

a partner and established the BankAmericard Centre in Hong Kong.

In 1977 BankAmericard converted its name into 'Visa' and. started

the Visa Credit Card business with a worldwide identity. Since

then the Credit Card market has undergone a fairly quiet growth

in Hong Kong as the card issuing entities--- American Express,

Visa and Master Charge--- secured their market shares.

The following is a brieg history of the Credit Card, with special

focus on the American Credit Card Market:

CHRONOLOGY OF CREDIT CARD HISTORY:

*The first Credit Card was issued by General Petroleum1914

Corporation of California (now Mobil Oil), which supplied

cards to employees and selected customers.

*Diners Club was incorporated. Robert McNamara and Ralph1949

Schneider who were entrepreneurs took some friends out for

a meal in New York, and found they did not have enough

cash to pay the bill. This led to the formation of the

Diners Club, which allowed friends and business colleagues

to pay their hotel and restaurant bills on a monthly
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account basis.

*The Franklin National Bank of California became the first
19 51

bank to issue Credit Cards to customers of other banks.

*Bank of America entered the Credit Card business.19 59

*Barclaycard was launched in England.1966

*The BankAmericard Service Corporation was set up to1967

license the scheme to other banks. Other banks were spared

the complexities of starting their own programmes, and

cardholders found they could use their cards when they

travelled to other states in America.

* Wells Fargo, United California, Bank of California and
1967

Crocker National jointly, formed the California Bank Card

Association and issued a common credit card. The

Association then bought the rights to the 'Master Charge'

name from the First National Bank of Louisville, Kentucky.

* In the state of New York, a joint effort in bank credit
1967

cards was instigated by eleven banks. This plan was called

Interbank Card'.

* Master Charge ownership had passed to the Interbank Card1968

Association which is then the licensor of Master Charge.

* National BankAmericard Incorporated (NBI) was established.1970

NBI was formed as an independent corporation to

administer, promote and develop the BankAmericard system

throughout the United States.

* Because of a result of threatened antitrust action against1976

National BankAmericard Inc., the prohibition on dual

membership was repealed and suddenly banks were rushing to
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join both bank-card systems: Master Charge and National

BankAmericard Inc. Prior to this date, banks handled only

one card plan, and individuals had to think of their bank

credit card arrangement as either Master Charge or Visa

(then BankAmericard), depending upon which bank's card

they carried.

*National BankAmericard Inc. converted the name from1977

BankAmericard to 'Visa' to gain standard worldwide point-

of-sale identification and acceptability.

1979' * Visa Travellers' Cheque was launched. It claimed 8% of

the world travellers' cheque sales in 1980.(18)

* Citicorp acquired Diners Club 'which was probably still a1981

money loser in the U.S. Until recently, the Diners'

operations outside the U.S. were owned by franchisees, so

there was a different one in each country. For the last

few years, Citicorp has been busily buying those

franchises.

1982* To compete with the American Express gold card,the Premier

Credit Card was introduced by Visa International

(Picture 6)

1983** Visa started the building of a global network of Automatic

Teller Machines (ATMs) so that a cash-dispensing service

for travellers who carry Visa Cards would be provided. A

traveller would be able to insert his card into an ATM

located miles- even continents- away from his home and

get cash from his bank account, if he has a so-called

debit card, or from a line of credit. Visa hoped to build
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Picture 6: Premier Visa Card Source: Citibank
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its network into the principal conduit of a cashless and

checkless society. The number of Visa Cards with the debit

card function jumped to 3 million.(20) Visa then signed up

twenty more financial institutions for its new Electronic

debit card. But the 3 million was just a small percentage

of the total of the 63 million Visa Credit Cards in

circulation. Nevertheless, bankers and retailers were

clearly pushing the debit cards.

American Express introduced the Platinum Card, available1984

only to people who had charged more than $10,000 on their

American Express Card in 1983.(46)

1985* By charging no annual membership, fee and undercutting the

merchant processing fees, the Chicago based Sears Roebuck

Co unveiled the Discover Card. In one year, 4.7 million

cards were issued and 380,000 merchants accepted the

card.(34)

1986* As the prime rate declined in the United States, banks

were concerned about the pressure that they would drop

their fixed rates on credit cards by very much. So some

banks were turning to an alternative- variable-rate

credit cards. Flexible rates could offer the consumer a

slightly more favorable rate, and at the same time gave

the banks protection when rates went back up.

1987 American Express started offering Optima, its first card

with a conventional revolving credit line. There was no

extra fee for holders of Platinum Cards. Interest charges,

tied to the prime rate, started at 13.5%.(36)
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1988* Visa International planned to change the name Premier Visa

Card to Visa Gold Card in 1989 and offer a package of

additional benefits comparable to that of American

Express. That would certainly bring Visa into direct

competition with American Express.

DEVELOPMENT OF VISA CARD IN HONG KONG:

*In 1959, Diners Club issued the first Credit Card in Hong Kong.

*In 1974, Bank of America took Bank of East Asia as partner and

operated the Bank Americard Centre in Hong Kong. That was an

important milestone in Credit Card history in Hong Kong.

*In 1975, three different Credit Cards were introduced. They

were East Asia BankAmericard Visa (of East Asia Bank/ Bank of

America), OTB Card (of Overseas Trust Bank), and the Nippon

Shinpan Credit Card.

*In 1976, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank issued the Master

Charge. Card by being a member of the Inter Bank Card

Association.

*In 1977, in order to gain standard worldwide point- of- sale

identification and acceptability, BankAmericard was renamed as

Visa. The blue, white and gold bands became a logo of the Visa

Credit Card.

*In 1978, Sun Hung Kai Bank Limited( now called International

Bank of Asia) joined Visa International as a member to issue

Visa Card.

* In 1978, American Express entered the Hong Kong Credit Card
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market, and the first American Express Card was denominated in

Hong Kong Dollars.

*In 1979, Hong Kong Bank and Standard Chartered Bank became Visa

International members and started their Visa Card business.

*Banque Nationale de Paris and Hang Seng Bank issued their first

Visa Cards in 1980 and 1981 respectively.

*In 1981, JCG Card was issued by JCG Finance Co. Ltd.

*In 1982, Nanyang Commercial Bank Limited introduced the Federal

Card. The merchants accepting this card spread all over Hong

Kong, Macau and mainland China.

*In 1982,Shanghai Commercial Bank started its Visa Card services

and Hong Kong Bank issued the first Visa Premier Card.

* In 1983, Bank of America approved the first Visa Card for

students studying in tertiary institutions in Hong Kong. No

limit was set to the applicants' income or net asset level. The

Credit Card market in Hong Kong at that time was dominated by

American Express, Visa and MasterCard.

*In 1985, The Chase Manhattan Bank joined the Visa Card market.

*Hong Kong Bank issued JCB Card in 1986.

*In 1987, The Bank of China in Beijing joined Visa and started

to issue cards for both local and international use, directly

as well as through sixteen sister banks in Hong Kong that

joined Visa as Associate Members. Visa Card marketing and

administration are centralized by Nanyang Credit Card Company

Limited. In that year, Citibank acquired the BankAmericard

Centre in Hong Kong and started issuance of the Citibank Visa

Card. These two events aroused the attention of the whole
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consumer banking sector. The Credit Card issuing banks and

companies suddenly found that they must do something to protect

and if possible to enlarge their customer base.

*The US giant Chase Manhattan Bank in 1987 ran lucky draws for

their Visa Card holders- the prize being a $350,000 BMW

convertible. The primary aim was to attract those cardholders

holding BankAmericard Visa.

*In the same year (1987), Hong Kong Bank entered the fray and it

promised a package ofbenefits and a lucky draw for Japanese

sedans if Chase Visa Card and BankAmericard holders switched

their allegiance. The Credit Card market in Hong Kong was being

stirred up.

* According to the mid-year review of the Financial Secretary in

1987, personal spending power in Hong Kong was up eleven

percent in one year. Credit and charge card spending was 62

percent higher in 1987 than a year ago.

* Nearly 600,000 people in Hong Kong now hold Visa Cards( 1987

figure), with another 200,000 plus people carrying American

Express. According to estimates by some banks, the potential

market is about 1.5 million. At present, Hong Kong Bank is the

market leader with about 50% of the territory's Visa holders.

* Due to change in ownership of BankAmericard Centre, East Asia

Bank established its own Credit Card Centre and issued Visa

Card in 1988.

* Again in 1988, the International Bank of Asia introduced the

'My-card' project which is issued only to female card members

(Picture 7).



Picture 7

My Card

Source: International Bank of Asia
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* In 1988, Visa Premier Card denominated in US Dollars was

launched by Hong Kong Bank.

* Up to year end 1988, there were twelve banks in Hong Kong that

issue Visa Credit Card (Belgium Bank issues only MasterCard,

Banque Nationale de Paris and Chase Manhattan Bank issue only

Visa Card):

Bank of Credit and Commerce (will issue cards in 1989)

Banque Nationale de Paris

Chase Manhattan Bank

Citibank

East Asia Bank

Hang Seng Bank

Hong Kong Bank

International Bank of Asia

Nanyang Commercial Bank

Overseas Trust Bank

Shanghai Commercial Bank

Standard Chartered Bank

* Starting from year end 1988, Hang Seng Bank launched a lucky

draw for its Visa cardholders (This is planned to continue into

late 1989). For purchases with the Hang Seng Bank Visa Card up

to every HK$1,000, one lucky draw is granted to the cardholder.

The prizes include Japanese Honda sedans (Picture 8).

* In 1989, Standard Chartered Bank executed a Visa Card campaign

by adopting a new Visa Card design (Picture 9). A whole package

of cardholder benefits was offered (Picture 10).

* Bank of Credit and Commerce joined Visa International in 1988.
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The first Visa Card will be issued in mid-1989.

* Union Bank will become an Associated Member of the Visa

International by joining the Nanyang Credit Card Company

Limited. Union Bank will tentatively start Visa Card services

in 1989.

* 1989 is a year of conflict for those competing Visa Card

issuing banks in Hong Kong. Heavy mass media advertising are

used by Hong Kong Bank, Citibank and Chase Manhattan Bank.

While Hong Kong Bank offers a HK$ 2,000,000 Credit Card Lucky

Draw on a Bonus Point Scheme, Citibank markets its Visa Card

under the name VISAEXTRA and arranges a similar package to that

of Hong Kong Bank. Chase Manhattan Bank works out a 'Chase Visa

"Fantasy Week Lucky Draw', which will last until June, 1989.

RELATED STATISTICS:

* By the end of 1987, Visa International was owned jointly by

its 20,133 Member financial institutions on 6 continents.

* In 1987, the following statistics are related to Visa

International(50):



Comparison of Visa Card Reqional Statistics(Absolute Values Year End 1987)#:

United I uznerAsia-Inter-

States I RegionsPacificnational

6310011174Payment Volume##- US$ billion

58979164Card Volume###- US$ billion I

N/A41N/A45Market Share (Card Volume)-% I

4710810165Visa Cardholders- million I

13101861820520133Number of Institutional Members

2.32.41.05.7visa Card Merchants- million I

118501005871822626Number of ATMs I

311115Visa Gold Card Volume- US$ billion)

99152004546645visa Gold Cardholder- thousand

N/A0.090.10.1Total Fraud Loss-% of Volume

Comparison of Visa Card Regional Statistics (Relative% Year End 1987):

I Asia- United I OtherInter- I

States I Regionsnational I I Pacific
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

36%57%I6$I100%payment Volume- US$ billion

35%59%I5%I100%hard Volume- US$ billion

28%65%I6%I100%Visa Cardholders- million I

7%92%I1%1100%Number of Institutional Members I

40%42%118%I100%Visa Card Merchants- thousand I

1
52It44%3%1100%Number of ATMs I

1

73%7%I100%isa Gold Card Volume- US$ billionl

1I
208

78%7%1100%Visa Gold Cardholder- thousand

#Figures from Annual Report 1987, Visa International

##Payment Volume= Total transaction amount billed by Visa International

to the accounts of the cardholders

### Card Volume= Total amount of credit granted by Visa International to

all cardholders

15%



Apply for Hang Seng Bank Visa Card Hang Seng Bank Visa Card is now offering you

a golden chance of winning super prizes.

Once you become a Hang Seng Bank Visa cardholder. you will
automatically be entered for the lucky draw and entitled to
win.

in addition. whenyou pay for your purchaseswith your HangSeng
BankVisa card, for every dollar spent, one bonuspoint will be awarded
to your account. For every 1,000 points accumulated,you will enjoy an
extra winning chance. So the more you spend with your Hang Seng
Bank Visa card, the more prizes you maywin.

There will be two lucky draws. In each draw manyvaluable prizes-
the comfortable and spacious Honda Prelude and Honda Civic,
Australian Koala platinum coins. Pioneer audio equipmentas well as
the Hang Seng Bank God of Wealth ingots are all for the winners'
taking.

Besidesparticipating in the lucky draw, you can also have a chance
to have half your annual fee waived if your cumulated expenditure
reaches 25,000 (60,000 for Premier card), or fully waived if the
cumulatedexpenditure reaches 50,000 (120,000 for Prmier card). Your
cumulated bonus points will be printed in your monthly statements.
The BonusPoint cumulation will start from 1st November.1988 up to
31st October, 1989.

DON'T MISS THE CHANCE, APPLY NOW!

Thefirst luckydrawwill be held on8th May1989.
TheBonusPoint cumulationwill be countedfrom1st November1988to 30th

April 1989inclusive.
The first lucky draw

Resultswill be publishedon15th May1989in the SouthChinaMorningPost.will be held on 8th May, 1989. HongKongStandard.Oriental Daily NewsandMingPaoDaily News.All winners
will benotifiedbypost.will benotifiedbypost.

For moreinformation.pleasecall our Visa CardCentreat 3-7703113.

(Employeesof HangSengBanklimitedandits subsidiariesarenoteligiblefor thekickydraw)
Now All cardholderswill havethechanceto winmoremanoneof themanypnzes.

Apply

SUPER PRIZES FOR FIRST LUCKY DRAW

1st Honda Prelude Ex 2.0 Twin-Carb coupe with built-in
conditionerand4-speedfull-automatictransmission,first year's
licence fee andcomprehensiveinsurance.
Total Value: HK$210,000
HondaCivic 1,300 c.c Hatchbackwith built-in air-conditioner,2nd
first year's licence fee andcomprehensiveinsurance.
Total Value: HK$120,000
Five oneoz. AustralianKoalaPlatinumcoins.3rdHONDA CivicHONDA Prelude (5 winners) Total Value: HK$100,000
Pioneer audio equipment4th

(10 winners)Total Value: HK$50.000
1/5 tael HangSengBankGodof WealthIngots.5thPIONEER. (100 winners)Total Value:HK$80.000

Audio Equipment先 鋒 牌
Hang Seng BankAustralian Koala

Godof Wealth Ingot PPSIQ11/88NEPlatinum Coin

Picture 8

Lucky Draw

Source: Hang Seng Bank

An Opportunity to Win

HK$ 1,200,000 Super Prizes



Multi-function

Currency Convertor

Standard Chartered BankYOURS FREE

免 費 贈 送

多 功 能 外 幣 匯 算 機
渣 打 VISA

卡With every successful application submitted before
March 31. 1989. you'll receive:

現 凡 於 89 年 3 月 31 日 前 申 請 而 成 為 渣 打 VISA 卡會員，

即 可 免 費 獲 贈 ：
CLASSIC

VISACARD

a Currency Convertor
giving you the ability to convert.
5 major currencies to Hong
Kong dollars quickly and easily.

它 既 是 外 幣 匯 算 機

預 先 儲 入 5 種外幣匯價，方便

港币外幣互相兌算。

an Alarm Clock
so you'll never be late for an
important appointment.

鬧 鐘

助你掌握時間，從容出席重要

約會。

and a Calculator

to help you calculate your daily
expenses.

同 時 亦 是 計 數 機

計算日常賬項，靈活方便，條理

分明。

All in one
Don't miss this great offer.
Apply Now!

多種功能集一身。

勿失良機，請即申請!

Whilestockslast.

數量有限，送完即止

Picture 9: New Visa Card Design Source: Standard Chartered Bank



hen you become a Standard Chartered Classic VISA

Cardholder, you're entitled to a little bit more from life

成 為 渣 打 VISA 卡 會 員 ， 您 的 人 生 將 多 添 一 點 樂 趣 與 姿 采 ！

Of course, you have all the prestige, security and
convenience of a credit card accepted at over 5.9 million
establishments around the world

But what really sounts are those exclusive
only you, as a Standard Chartered Classic VISA
Cardholder can secure. That's what separates the best
from the rest.

渣 打 VISA 卡 通 行 於 世 界 各 地 五 百 九 十 多 萬 個 消 費 場 所 。

為 您 帶 來 體 面 、 保 障 與 便 利 ， 事 事 倍 感 稱 心 。

然 而 ， 真 正 與 眾 不 同 者 ， 乃 是 渣 打 VISA 卡 會 員 獨 家 享 有 的

許 多 不 凡 權 益 。

Free Purchase Protection

Anyitem youpurchasewith your VISACard
is automaticallyinsuredagainstloss, theft on
breakageup to HK$25,000within 15 daysof
yourpurchaseand30 dayswhile youare
overseas.

免 費 購 物 保 障

凡以渣打 Visa 卡付款
購物，若不幸在十五天

內遺失、被竊或損毀，

均可獲高達港幣二萬五
千元的賠償額，為您提
供周詳保障，若閣下在
海外旅遊時，保障期更

可延至三十天。

Satisfaction

Guarantee

If you're not 100%content
with your VISACardduring

yourfirst year,we'll refund
the unusedportionof your
annualfee

服 務 滿 意 保 障

在首年內，倘若您對本行
的服務未感完全滿意
將可獲退還未使用之年費。

Exclusive Car

Rental Discount
A warmwelcometo any
AVISCar Rental outlet
aroundthe world andenjoy
a 15%-20%discount

獨 有 租 車 特 惠

閣下可於全球任何

AVIS 租車集團享有

八折至八五折之特惠
優待。駕駛名車通行

全球。

Special Discount and Free Gifts

from Samsonite

Enjoya 15%discounton any Samsonite
productdisplayedat their ChinaHongKong
City showroom.Alsoreceivea free genuine
leather luggagetag andnamecardholderwith

the purchaseof anySamsoniteproductover
HK$500before May31. 1989. while stocks
last.

新 秀 麗 旅 行 用 品 獨 家 優 惠

特渣打 Visa 卡在新秀麗中港城陳列室購
買旅行用品，均享

有八五折優待。凡

於八九年五月三十
一日前，選購滿港

幣五百元者，更可
獲贈真皮行李牌及

名片套各□送完
即止

Samsonite

Super Discount at Holiday Inn

Asia Pacific
Youwill receiveupto 40%discountoff the
regularhotel roomrates at over30 Holiday
Innsall overAsiaPacific

Holiday Inn 特 惠 折 扣 優 待

凡以渣打 VISA 卡在亞太區之三十多間

Holida Inn 訂房，可獲特惠折扣高達

六折。

Cost-free Membership of The

Manhattan Yacht Club
StandardCharteredBankhaspurchasedful
membershipof The ManhattanYacht Club
valued at HK$2.500each) whichyoucan
chooseto enjoyuntil July 31, 1989with a
nominaladministrativefee of HK$50paid
upfront

免費 Manhattan Yacht Club 會藉

為使閣下享有更多優惠，渣打銀行已向設
備豪華的 Manhattan Yacht Club購買每

個價值港幣二千五百元之會藉，護閣下享
用至一九六九年七月三十一日。閣下只需

激交港幣五十元之手續費
便可成為正式會員。

Picture 10: Cardholders' Benefits Source: Standard Chartered Bank
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PROBLEM STATEMENT:

The Credit Card market is still in the growth stage of its

development, and further expansion in the number of cardholders

and in the purchase volume is possible. Though Visa International

provides backup services to the issuing banks, it does not itself

issue Visa Credit Cards to cardholders. It is the individual

banks which develop their own marketing plans to increase their

business volume.

There are already many marketing programmes in progress. Some

banks are designing the 'All-in-one Card' (Multi-purpose Card)

concept. Some go for electronic technology and research on EFT

Services (Electronic Fund Transfer Services). Some are more

conservative and aim at traditional strategies. Some banks may

try to enlarge their clientele by soliciting corporate accounts.

Whatever their marketing plans have been, the marketing people

must understand the present positioning of the banks in the

Credit Card market so that future strategies and tactics can be

drafted or recommended.

It is in the examination and analysis of such notions as

positioning, strategies and tactics with which this study As

involved.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED LITERATURE

LITERATURE REVIEW:

Visa Card is a newly produced financial instrument. The first

bank Credit Card was issued in 1951 and Visa International was

established in 1977. Therefore literature before 1977 did not

contain information about Visa Cards. Many textbooks did conduct

detailed studies about Credit Cards in their primitive stages.

Basic principles and operational systems are the more common

topics. Predictions about future development were only roughly

made. To review the history of Visa Card or Credit Cards, it is

the journals to which we must turn.

BOOKS:

In most of the textbooks, all sorts of commercial and consumer

credit instruments are described. As far as Credit Card is

concerned, the nature and history of the product in its earliest

form are discussed.

* In' Consumer & Commercial Credit Management', Cole Robert

Hartzell investigated Bank Credit Cards from various legal,

operational and technical viewpoints. Federal Law issued and

Electronic Funds Transfer coming forth in a checkless/cashless

society were summarized.

* Harold van B.Cleveland Thomas F. Haertas offered an outstand-

ing source of official records in their book 'Citibank, 1812-

1970'. Harold and Thomas recorded detailed financial and
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banking incidents during the period. The scope was not limited

only to Citibank, economic and political environment outside

Citibank were covered.

In the books Credit Management' by Bartels Robert,' The

Cashless Society' by Hendrickson Robert A., and 'Credit

Management Handbook' by Herbert Edwards, almost every financial

credit tools were studied. When the topic Credit Card was

examined, the books provided valuable information in the

preparation of Credit Card chronology from 1915 to 1972.

Mathews H. Lee John W. Slocum Jr. worked out in their book

Marketing Strategies in the Commercial Bank Credit Card Field'

a quantitative relationship between' an individual's social

class membership and his motivation to use a commercial bank

Credit Card. The scope of the study included: Acceptable Uses

of Credit, Attitudes towards the Use of Credit, Distribution

Channels, Buying Behaviour and Repayment Patterns. Chi-Square

Analysis was conducted to build up the relationship between

various factors, and variables.

Rothschild William E. in his book, 'Strategic Alternative-

Selection Development Implementation' worked out many useful

models about strategic management. In analyzing successful

management strategies, summaries of marketing-based strategies,

production-based strategies and innovation-based strategies

were elaborated. These provide a solid conceptual framework in

the final analysis of Visa Card marketing tactics and

strategies.
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* Seder W. John in his book Credit And Collection' studied the

different types of Credit Cards Travel and Entertainment

Cards, Bank Credit Cards, e.g. BankAmericard and Master Charge,

and 'Private Label' Cards. In addition to the development of

different cards, a simple analysis of the advantages and

disadvantages of Credit Cards was performed.

THESES AND BUSINESS RESEARCH REPORTS( CHINESE UNIVERSIT.Y OF HONG

KONG AND UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG):

* Amy Oi-man Leung and Eric Wing Kwong Tsang in 'A Survival Kit

for a Credit Card Package' drafted a marketing plan for East

Asia Bank Card Centre in Hong Kong. From market profile,

customer profile, competitor profile and Visa Card profile, a

marketing plan was formulated. A package of marketing

strategies and tactics for East Asia Bank Card Centre was

recommended to upgrade the image of the Centre, to execute

market segmentation and to develop new product features.

* In the thesis '.Characteristics of Active and Inactive Credit

Cardholders: A Case Study' by Bong Kui-Mein, Maria, the author

sought to establish the extent to which differences exist

between active and inactive cardholders in terms of selected

economic and life-style characteristics. Another objective of

the thesis is to ascertain the relative importance of various

characteristics in differentiating between active and inactive

cardholders. A card issuing company agreed to participate in

the study by mailing the questionnaires to selected
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cardholders. A quantitative methodology of Linear Discriminant

Analysis developed by R.A. Fisher was utilized to explore the

relationships.

In his thesis' A Study of Selected Credit Card Businesses in

Hong Kong', Lee Kai investigated the bank affiliated Credit

Card business in Hong Kong. He further explored the impact of

Credit Cards on the banking system. In his over-two-hundred-

page thesis, the author tried to touch almost every facet of

the financial product: history, Credit Card features,

operations, marketing, credit management and control, Credit

Card merchant, card frauding, profitability analysis, economic

and legal impact, etc.

A Study of the Competition in the Credit Card Business' by

in Hong Kong. A structural analysis of the industry was done by

application of Michael E. Porter's model in his book

Competitive Advantage (The Free Press, A Division of Macmillian

Inc., New York, 1985).

JOURNALS:

In the journal 'A New Marketing Blitz in the War of the Plastic

Cards', different programs executed by Visa, MasterCard and

American Express in the 1980s were published. Useful figures

for various card performance were provided.

In' American Express: Why Everyone Wants a Piece of its

Business', the profile of American Express as a commercial

Leung Sau-tung is an effort to analyze Credit Card competition
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entity was analyzed. From its marketing of American Express

Credit Cards to international project financing, the strength

of American Express, its achievement and future prospect were

summarized.

Bank Cards Push for the Big Stores' is a small piece of news

reporting the acceptance of more bank Credit Cards by the big

stores in the US.

In 'Bank Cards Take Over the Country', the impact of bank cards

and the effect of Electronic Banking were examined. Various

bankers were interviewed and their ideas towards a cashless

society were quoted.

In 'Banks Start Carrying Two Cards',the repealed prohibition on

dual membership of BankAmericard and Master Charge Card in 1975

was announced. It was predicted that bank competition for

merchant business had been revived.

'Buying Up the World with Plastic' is a report of the interview

of Mr Dee Hock of Visa International by The Economist. Charts

of Visa Card market share in world plastic cards and number of

Visa Cards per hundred population in different countries were

prepared.

'Credit Cards in Hong Kong', 'Plastic Money- Credit Card' and

'Which Credit Card Fits You Most' are reports published by the

Consumer Council in the chinese consumer product magazine-

Choice. Features and application requirements of different

Credit Cards in Hong Kong were compared.

' Debit Cards: Banks Begin to Widen the Network' is a brief

summary of the development of Debit Cards in the United States
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around 1983.

*The recession catches up with credit cards' studied the

problem of credit card delinquencies. The increase in both

gross sales volume and outstanding balances was coupled by rise

in delinquency rate. Tightening eligibility requirement and

increasing personnel in the collection department were

proposed.

*In' The Roaring Return of Credit Cards', the nationwide

promotions and campaigns by Citibank, Bank of America,

Manufacturers Hanover and First Chicago were reported. Interest

rate on the money raised was then near 10%, banks found the

interest on Credit Cards- 19.8% at Bank of America and 21.6%

at Banc One Corp. in Columbus, Ohio- much more appealing. As a

consequence, Visa domestic cardholders increased nearly 7% over

the end of 1982 while MasterCard expected an increase of 25%

over a year earlier. The services offered by various cards were

studied.

* 'Visa's Vision of an All-in-one Card' recorded the interview of

Dee W. Hock, President of Visa International. Visa was then

proposing a new all-in-one card, revealing its strategy for the

next ten years. A global automated teller machine (ATM) network

would be established. Visa could be accepted by banks in

several countries. Upon introduction, the card would be at

first a debit card that could be used in some ATMs. But card

technology would enable it to link retailers' point-of-sale

terminals direclty with banks. Edward R. Telling, chairman of

Sears, Roebuck Co., had then hinted that Sears might develop
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a" Universal financial card capable of handling practically all

financial transactions.

*The Smart Card Steps Out' by Brian Reading revealed that

various Credit Card groups took the Smart Card as part of their

development programs. The cards with a conventional magnetic

stripe, would be issued to customers who would establish their

identity by entering their PIN (Personal Identity Number) code

on to a keypad. The terminal will transmit that number to the

chip, which will itself authenticate that the PIN is correct

and authorise the transaction. No personal or account data

leaves the card. After three attempts to enter incorrect PINs

the micro-chip renders itself unusable. The development of ATM

and EFTPOS in different companies were reported.

*Credit Card Wars: Profits Are Taking a Direct Hit' by

Christopher Farrell and Gary Weiss showed concern about the

savage competition and hair-raising default rates in the Credit

Card market. A summary of the cardholder purchase amount

charged and percent written off in 1986 for different Credit

Cards in U.S. was listed.

*Advertising by Banks in Hong Kong: A Content Analysis' is a

study made by Dan-lin Hsu Suk-ching Ho. The authors'

objectives are (1) to discuss the roles of advertising in the

marketing of services to the external customers (2) to suggest

a set of'copy themes for the advertising of services, and (3)

to analyze the different types of copy employed in

advertisements by banks in Hong Kong as they relate to the

suggestions made in (2).
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*David Jones in 'EFTPOS Visa's Version' reported the testing of

off-line authorisation of transactions by Member Controlled

Authorisation Service of Visa International. The system and its

impact were examined._

*In' Japanese Plan a Credit Card Invasion', David Jones sum-

marized the development of Credit Card in Japan. JCB Card of

Japan Credit Bureau, The BusinessCard of MasterCard, AirPlus

launched by 13 European airlines and optima of American Express

were discussed.

*In the article 'A Cross-Cultural Study of Credit Card Usage Be-

haviours: Canadian and American Credit Card Users Contrasted',

Erdener Kaynak and Ugur Yucelt refined a number of insights

into the characteristics and attitudinal orientations of

American and Canadian Credit Card users and indicated that in

both countries further growth in Credit Cards was expected

throughtout the 1980s. The purpose of the study was to provide

additional knowledge about the Canadian and American Credit

Card usage behaviours, to suggest action oriented marketing

strategies for both financial institutions and retailers, and

to offer public policy guidelines for local as well as central

government departments. In order to analyse the data, the

stepwise discriminant analysis technique was used.

*Helene Duffy in 'Banks, S & Ls Turn to Telemarketing' explored

the merits of various telemarketing applications in a growing

number of banks in U.S. Telemarketing system and technology

were studied. The achievement of Dollar Dry Dock Savings Bank

in telemarketing was quoted in the article.
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* In 'Sears' Discover Card Starts To Find Its Way', James E.Ellis

reflected the opinion of several Credit Card marketing

officials on the US$ 50 million advertising campaign, 23

million mailings, and aggressive program of undercutting the

merchant processing fees of its rivals by Sears Roebuck Co.

* Sequential Bias: Impact on a Bank Credit Card Concept Test' by

John Martin evaluated the application of many of the techniques

used in new product research involving collection of data using

questionnaires. In concept tests, measures of "interest" or

"likelihood of purchase/use" are made to estimate the

feasibility of market entry. The problems of sequential bias,

at least where questionnaire type measurement approaches are

used, raised serious issues of validity. According to John

Martin sequential bias is a problem for which no precise

solution exists, but by recognising and understanding the

problem, actions can be taken to reduce its impact and improve

the effectiveness of concept tests in financial services.

* In the short article 'From American Express- Revolving Credit'

by Jonathan B. Levine and Christopher Farrell, the introduction

of Optima and its revolving credit line were published.

* Julia Grollman in' Big names enter the company credit card

market' reported specialistion in plastic cards. Shell and

British Rail entered the Credit Card market with their

respective Gold Card and Travel Key. The Credit Card companies

were aware that corporate users of Credit Cards would be a good*

market niche.

* Arthur M.Louis in 'Visa Stirs Up the Big Banks- Again' reviewed
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the performance of Visa International under the management of

Dee Ward Hock. In thirteen years as chief executive, he has

alienated different bankers in Visa by pushing the organization

well beyond its original Credit Card operations into a broad

variety of new financial products and services that often

compete with those offered independently by member banks.

* In Extortion... or just earning a living?', Patrick Chan

carefully examined the computation of finance charge levied by

the Visa Card issuing banks in Hong Kong. In his calculations,

a compound annual interest rate as high as 58.08 percent would

be a possible finance charge debited by the bank. According to

the Money Lenders Ordinance in Hong Kong, an effective rate of

well over 60 percent is considered unlawful.

* Patrick Fraser in' The Plastic Card- the bank in your pocket'

investigated the development of plastic card in Britain.

Profitability of the business, features of different plastic

cards and new legislation and new technological advances were

gone through.

* In Strategic Marketing',Paul Clarke, Ted Gardener, Paul Feeney

and Phil Molyneux analysed the new driving force of British

retail banking- Strategic Marketing. Improvement in technology

and demand oriented customers lead to the rise of bank

strategic marketing. The main objective of the strategic

marketing approach is the development of a wide-ranging

marketing plan to help achieve the firm's business goals.

Marketing strategy usually begins at the strategic business

unit (SBU) level. A SBU is a clearly identifiable profit centre
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that can be categorised according to product/service criteria,

customer orientation, or delivery systems.

* In the article 'Plastic card 'war' intensifies', Paul Marriage

studied the Credit Card explosion in Hong Kong. Interviews were

conducted with the managers of Chase Manhattan Bank and

Standard Chartered Bank. Useful statistics were summarised in

the passage.

* W. Richardson in' The unpopular Consumer Credit Act' commented

on the Consumer Credit Act, 1974 legislated in UK. A brief

interpretation of some of the provisions introduced were

prepared.

* In Credit-Card Rates Are Starting To, Bend', Sarah Bartlett

reported the change in traditional practice by the banks

turning to variable-rate Credit Cards. It is believed that

flexible rates on Credit Cards, like those on adjustable-rate

mortgages, could quicky become a permanent feature.

* In Giving credit where it is due', Tony Dury went through the

history of Credit Card, its origin and development in United

States, the establishment of international Credit Card

organisations, reviewed the UK market, and gave some pointers

to the future.

* Williams Monci Jo, in 'The Great Plastic' analysed the market

structure of the Credit Card business in The United States.

Competition between the companies, their profitability and

financial implication were examined.
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CHAPTER 3: OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

OBJECTIVES:

The objective of this research paper, as noted, is to examine the

market positioning of various Visa Credit Card issuing banks, and

also to look at strategic and tactical measures undertaken. The

analysis is based on Meidan's model of Marketing Strategy for

Banks.(26)(Figure 1)

The model provides a concise outline of the strategies used by

banks in their marketing programmes. The model consists of two

major categories: Growth and Competitive Strategies. Each of

these categories is further divided into four sub-groups:

Growth Strategies: Geographical Expansion

Market Penetration

New Market

Cost Reduction Strategy

Competitive Strategies: Market Leader Strategy

Market Challenge Strategy

Market Follower

Market Niches

MODIFICATION OF MEIDAN'S MODEL:

Meidan's model is a general classification for traditional bank-

products. It does not describe defensive strategies used by many

conservative banks. When Visa Card is applied to the model, some
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(A)Growth Strategies
(B) Competitive Strategies
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(i.e. serving
existent

market
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Figure 1

FromBank Marketiong Strategies by
Arthur Meidan, University of Sheffield, England

International Journal of Bank Marketing Vol 1, No 2, 1985
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modifications have to be made (Figure 2):

o Geographical Expansion Strategy is re-named as Network

Expansion Strategy:

With advanced technology, expansion of banking system is

through merger of corporate networks rather than growth in the

number of bank branches. Network Expansion is therefore more

appropriate in describing Visa Card geographical extension.

o Cost Reduction Strategy is re-named as Cost Effective Strategy:

The term Cost Effective Strategy is a more positive statement

for marketing programmes.

o Powerful distribution systems is deleted:

Powerful distribution systems under Market Leader Strategy is a

duplication of Fortification under Geographical Expansion

Strategy. The sub-class Powerful distribution systems is

excluded from the model.

o Market Follower:

Market Follower is a conservative strategy to imitate the most

successful or popular features in the Visa Card market. It is

relocated under an additional category- Defensive Strategies.

o Market Niches is re-defined:

Market Niches under Competitive Strategies in Meidan's model is

re-defined as Market Niche Extension. It is explained as

specialization and extension of services in existing market

niche. This can more clearly differentiate Market Niche under

Competitive Strategies from New Market under Growth Strategies.*

o Relationship Banking Strategy and 'Me-Too' Strategy are added

to the Defensive Strategies category:



Visa Card macro-Marketing Strategies

(A) Growth Strategies (B) Competitive Strategies (C) Defensive Strategies
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Figure 2
Visa Card Macro-Marketing Strategies in Hong Kong

Modified from Bank Marketing Strategies by Arthur Meidan, University of Sheffield, England

International Journal of Bank Marketing Vol 1, No2,1983
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these can make the spectrum of Visa Card marketing strategies

in Hong Kong more practical and localised.

With the understanding of the present situation, recommendations

for future marketing programmes.are proposed.

METHODOLOGY:

1. A search through the literature on the history and development

of Visa Cards in Hong. Kong including books, magazines,

journals and different Credit Card pamphlets was performed.

2. Examples were gathered and analyzed about advertising and

sales promotion for Visa Cards employed by various banks in

Hong Kong. From this, a preliminary analysis of the marketing

tactics of the banks in the Visa Credit Card market was made.

3. Interviews were conducted with banks in Hong Kong which offer

Visa Card Services. The interviews were ten in number, and

were done with personnel in the banks directly responsible for

Visa Card. A detailed interviewing guide (see Page 49) was

developed, and the interviews were semi-structured in nature.

4. A final report on Visa Card market positioning, marketing

strategies and tactics in Hong Kong, and recommendations, was

written. A key part of the analysis was based on the modified

Meidan model.
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INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED:

The list of people with whom interviews were arranged is as

follows there were ten interviews conducted.

Bank of Credit and Commerce- Mr Daniel Lam,

Card Centre Managei

Banque Nationale de Paris- Mr Kenneth Mui,

Card,Centre Manager.

Ms Panky Poon,Chase Manhattan Bank

Second Vice President,

Individual Banking Group,

Credit Card Business Division.

Ms Yammie S.L. Yan,East Asia Bank

Cashier,

Cardholder Marketing Department.

Mr Richard Tsang.Hang Seng Bank

Hong Kong Bank- Ms Wendy Tso,

Business Analyst,

Card Centre,

Personal Banking Division.

International Bank of Asia- Mr Edwin Li,

Manager,

Cardholder Marketing.

Nanyang Credit Card Co. Ltd- Ms Wendy Mui,

Sub-Manager.

Shanghai Commercial Bank- Mr T.W. Leung,

Manager,

Credit Card Services Department
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Standard Chartered Bank- Mr Dennis Luk,

Operations Manager,

Card Centre.

In total twelve letters were mailed to all Visa Card issuing

banks in Hong Kong. In order to ensure delivery to the right

person at the right address, telephone calls were made before the

letters were sent out. Three questions were asked in the calls:

1. What is the name of the manager responsible for the marketing

of Visa Card in the bank?

2. What is the address of the Visa Card Centre?

3. What is the telephone number of the Visa Card Centre?

One week after the letters were issued, four appointments were

confirmed by the bank managers. They rang up the telephone number

included in the invitation letters.

Another four letters reached the Card Centres but the managers

were too busy to participate in interviews. After several follow

up calls, their colleagues were invited instead.

One letter was returned by the Post Office because the name of

the manager was mistaken. However, an interview was finally

arranged after the right person was identified.

The last interview was made with a manager who was on holiday

when the letter was sent. The appointment was confirmed when the

manager returned to his office afterwards.

There are two persons with whom interviews were not able to be

obtained:

Citibank- Mr Michael Leung,

Marketing Director,
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Visa Card Centre

Overseas Trust Bank- Ms Elizabeth Yeung.

Therefore, of the twelve invitations sent, ten resulted in

interviews. It is on the basis of these that the analysis was

developed. For the other two banks where no interview was

conducted, analysis has to rely on secondary information

available.

INVITATION LETTER:

A letter (shown following) was sent to each manager to ask for an

interview:
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Dear Mr/Ms. If

I am a student at The Chinese University of Hong Kong studying

for the Master of Business Administration degree. At present, I

am working on a Research Paper about Marketing Strategies for

Visa Cards in Hong Kong. As part of this study, I would like to

conduct interviews with managers in banks directly responsible

for Visa Card business.

The objective of these interviews is to acquire information on

various marketing issues so as to ascertain the strengths and

weaknesses of different actions taken.

I am not interested, of course, in confidential or even sensitive

information but rather broad outlines of, positioning, strategic

and tacticial considerations that have been used or being used in

this area.

I would be most grateful if I could arrange an interview with you

at your convenience. I will call you shortly, or you may contact

me:

Richard Chan Wai-tak at 5-8372498

Thank you for your kind attention and I look forward to your help

in my research.

Thanks for your help!Yours sincerely,

(signed) (signed)

Richard Chan Wai-tak. Neil Bruce Holbert, Ph.D.

Senior Lecturer,

CUHK.
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INTERVIEWING GUIDE:

The Interviewing Guide was set as follow:

1. About the past history:

a. When did the bank enter the Credit Card market?

b. When did the bank join the Visa International Membership?

c. What marketing strategies were adopted?

d. What advertising/promotional programmes were employed?

d. What was the market position of the bank in the market?

2. About the present situations:

a. What competition is faced by the bank?

b. Is there any internal setback that hinders the bank's

action?

c. How would the bank react to these difficulties?

d_ What results are exected?

3. Future Projections:

a. What will be the future environment/ changes of the Visa

Card Market?

b. What will be the response of the bank in the face of such

changes?

4. Other marketing issues or remarks to be discussed,as they flow

from the course of the interview.
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CHAPTER 4:AHALYSIS

The ten semi-structured interviews were used to refine the Meidan

model. The basic thrust of. this study, to reiterate, is

exploratory indicative rather than definitive qualitative

rather than quantitative and designed to stimulate further

hypothesizing and model-making of broader dimensions.

MARKETING TACTICS ANALYSIS:

From the various examples of promotions and campaigns by

different banks in the marketing of Visa Cards, the following

table provides a summary of the tactics that have been used or

are being used by banks in Hong Kong (summary modified from

information supplied by Ms. Yammie Yan, East Asia Bank):

WeaknessesStrengthsMarketing Tactic

*Target customers not1. Advertising *Arouses public

necessarily segmentecattention

*High outlay cost*Reach large popula.

relative to othertion

alternatives

*Long-term effect

*Attractive as more *Difficult in choosing2. Affinity Card

the right partner tobenefits are

provided to the promote the card

cardholders
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*Cardholder attracted*Real benefit in3. Annual Fee

may be short-livedattractingBenefit

applicants

*Reduce income of bank

*Benefits must be4. Bonus Point Scheme *Increase spending

attractive or spend-volume

ing cannot be

encouraged

*Indirect impact*Image building5. Card Design

*Product packaging

*Competitors can*Best strategy to6. Develop New and

easily imitate in theimprove competing,Distinct Product

free marketFeatures power of product

*Directly reach the *Difficult to get the7_ Direct Mailina

right name listtarget customers

*Cost can be easily

controlled as the

volume of mailing

can be adjusted

*Instant benefit to *Additional cost8. Free Gift or

incurredattract applicantsSouvenir

*Difficult to select a

good free gift to

attract the market

majority

*Attractive as more *Difficult in choosinc9. House Card

the right partnerbenefits provided
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*Identity of the bank

is blurred

*Promotional effect *Hugh cost1O.Lucky Draw

*Appealing *Not easy to prepare

an attractive prize

list for all

potential applicants

*Expensive as various*Develop cardholderL1.Magazine Edition

expertise involvedI prestige and(Magazine published

loyaltyexclusively for

*Spending may becardholders)

increased by attach-

ing mail orders

*A large client base*Effective selling12.Member-get-

is necessary to makemember (Applicat-

the program effectiveion referral by

*Higher approval ratecardholders)

*Risky*Personal touch13.Pre-approved

*Problem in gettingInvitation

the name list

*No additional cost *The credit processing14.Priority

is used by the bank system is under greatProcessing

stress

*Impulsive selling15.Brochure Counter *Choice of good

counter location(Take One Stand)

*Difficult to control*Effective selling16.Staff Referral

approval
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*Staff initiative*Relationship

neededbanking

*Indirect effect, as a*Low cost17.Statement Insert

reminder only

*Spending volume*Potential card-18.Student Card

usually lowholders developed

*Require lot of man-*Direct selling19. Telemarketing

power

*Problem in solicit-*Cost- effective

ing the required

name list

TACTIC UTILIZATION LEVEL ANALYSIS:

The pattern of various marketing tools used by different banks is

shown in a matrix (Figure 3) so that comparisons can be made more

easily. To indicate the popularity of one tactic in the Visa Card

market, a number called Tactic Utilization Level is defined as:

Tactic Utilization Level

= Number of Banks Using One Particular Marketing Tactic

Maximum value is twelve- used by all twelve banks in the market.

Minimum will be zero- no bank uses that particular tactic.

The most popular marketing tactic in the Visa Card market is,

Direct Mailing (Tactic Utilization Level= 12) and Brochure

Counter (Tactic Utilization Level= 10).



Marketing Tactics

Direct Mailing

Brochure Counter

Statement Insert

Advertising

Annual Fee Benefit

Bonus Point Schams

Free Gift or Souvenir

Lucky Draw

Develop New Product Features

House Card

member-get-member

Student Card

Magazine Edition

Priority processing

Staff Referral

Affinity Card

Card Design

Pre-approved Invitation

Telemarketing

Total (Bank Activity Level)

Y = Tactic adopted by Bank

Total (Tactic

Nanyang HKB Chase Hang Seng Chartered Citibank IBA East Asia Bcc OTB Shanghai BNP Utilization Level)

Figure 3

mapping of Visa Card Marketing Tactics of Banks in Hong Kong
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A high Utilization Level may imply one of the following:

1. Tactic effectiveness- it can achieve the marketing

objective of the banks in attracting new applications.

2. Cost and budget can be easily controlled- therefore most banks

can afford to that tactic. The expenses of applying such

tactics can be adjusted by carefully monitering the scale of

the promotions.

The lowest value of Tactic Utilization Level is zero for Tele-

marketing. A low Tactic Utilization Level may suggest:

1. Tactic too costly- so that expense is not justified by

revenue, or the investment and return do not balance with each

other.

2. Tactic too risky- no solid result can be foreseen.Particular-

ly for those conservative bankers and those adopting defensive

strategies, action of uncertain result will not be considered.

BANK-BY-BANK TACTIC UTILIZATION ANALYSIS:

Another number called Bank Activity Level is defined to analyse

the effort of a bank to promote Visa Card (Figure 3):

Bank Activity Level=

Number of Tactics Used By One Particular Bank

Maximum value may be nineteen- the bank tries every means to

promote Visa Card.

Minimum value can be zero- the particular bank does nothing to
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market the product.

The greatest number in the matrix is fifteen (Nanyang Credit

Company Ltd.) and the second highest is thirteen (Hong Kong

Bank).

A high Bank Activity Level may be due to one of more of the

following reasons:

1. Aggressive marketing strategy is planned by the bank.

2. The bank does not try to segment the market. No discrimination

is applied to the tactics. The bank adopts a mass market

approach.

The lowest value of Bank Activity Level is one- Banque Nationale

de Paris and the second lowest is two- shanghai Commercial Bank.

The reasons of a low Bank Activity Level may be:

1. No particular marketing programme is adopted by the bank.

2. The budget of the bank cannot support diversification of

tactics.

3. Market segmentation is applied to its extreme. The bank sticks

to only a few tactics relevant to the segment.

MARKETING STRATEGY ANALYSIS:

Concerning the marketing strategies of the banks in the Visa Card

market, the Meidan model in its modified form is used. The

nineteen marketing tactics are classified into the macro-

marketing strategies in the model (Figure 4).

The rationale of the classification is listed as follows:

Market Penetration:



Visa Card Macro-Marketing Strategies

& Marketing Tactics

(A) Growth Strategies (B) Competitive Strategies (C) Defensive Strategies
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2. Market
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Market
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Strategy
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Scheme

2. Direct Mailing
3. Free Gifts or
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a. Delete expensive
or high cost profit

ratio services
and features

b. Improve

performance
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a. Takeovers of
smaller
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b. Heavy
advertising

and

promotion

c. Price wars

Tactics
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2. Annual Fee
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a. Adopt
innovation
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opportunities
by accepting

higher risk
business

c. Attack
competitors

Tactics

1. Card Design
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existing market

niche
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Insert

Duplicate the
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Figure 4
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Bonus Point Scheme

Direct Mailing

Free Gift or Souvenir

Lucky Draw.

These are used to attract new customers in existing market and to

increase Visa Card usage rates.

New Market Niche:

Affinity Card

House Card

Student

The tactics are attempts to explore new customer sources.

Cost Effective Strategy:

o Priority Processing

Priority Processing is an improvement of service performance and

is therefore classified as Cost Effective Strategy.

Market Leader Strategy:

Advertisement

Annual Fee Benefit

Brochure Counter

Advertising and Brochure Counter are examples of Market Leader

maneuvers. Annual Fee Benefit is a price war movement taken by

many market leaders in various business.

Market Challenge Strategy:

Card Design

Develop New Product Features

Pre-approved Invitation

Development of New Product Features and New Card Design are
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innovations tried by some banks in the Visa Card market. Pre-

approved Invitation is to seize market share by accepting higher

risk business. According to the model of Arthur Meidan, both

innovation and risk taking activities are group under Market

Challenge Strategy.

Market Niche Extension:

Statement Insert

Telemarketing

The target of these tactics is generally own bank account

holders. The aim is to cross-sell Visa Card to existing

customers.

Relationship Building Strategy:

Magazine Edition

Member-get-member

Staff Referral

All three tactics are towards relationship banking. By creating

brand loyalty, inter-bank switching is minimized.

MARKET POSITIONING ANALYSIS:

With reference to the interviews with the bank managers and the

different marketing tactics and strategies taken by the banks,

the market positioning of the Visa Card issuing banks is drafted

as follows (Figure 5):

Market Penetration- Nanyang Credit Card Company Limited

By aggressively marketing its bank card products with almost

every marketing tactic available (Bank Activity Level= 15),



Visa Card Macro-Marketing Strategies

& Market Positioning of Bank in Hong Kong
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Card Company of Asia Bank Asia and Commerce

Chase Manhattan
Banque NationaleBank
de Paris

Citibank
Shanghai
Commercial Bank

Figure 5
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Nanyang Credit Card Company Limited is described as Market

Penetrating.

New Market Niche- International Bank of Asia

.Introduction of the' My Card' and the promotion of the

Platinum Card with Club Grand are market segmentation

strategies to develop new markets.

Market Leader- Hong Kong Bank, Chase Manhattan Bank and Citibank

By occupying about 40 percent of the Visa Card market share

in Hong Kong, Hong Kong Bank must be classified as a market

leader in the business.

The Chase Manhattan Bank is the first bank to initiate a

price war in waiving Visa Card annual fee. Together with

heavy advertising and promotional campaigns, Chase Manhattan

becomes another market leader in the model of Arthur Meidan.

The acquisition of Bank Americard Centre by Citibank is an

example of a market leader take-over.

Market Challenge Strategy- Standard Chartered Bank

New card design and new cardholder benefit package are

recently developed by Standard Chartered Bank. Innovation is

a Market Challenge Strategy in the model.

Market Niche Extension- East Asia Bank

The primary objective of East Asia Bank in Visa Card market

is to maintain its profitability in Visa merchant sales. The

issuance of Visa Cards is only an extension of present

capability.

Market Follower- Hang Seng Bank

Hang Seng Bank is very careful in its marketing strategies.
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It will not take up any particular promotions or campaigns

unless they are proved to be very effective in the market.

Conservativeness is typical of a Market Follower strategy.

'Me Too' Strategy- Bank of Credit and Commerce, Banque Nationale

de Paris and Shanghai Commercial Bank

No particular marketing programme is observed for these three

banks. They only aim at survival in the Visa Card market and

to provide a full range of bank products to their customers.

Since sufficient secondary information could not be gathered and

interview with Card Centre Manager was rejected, Overseas Trust

Bank is excluded from the above analysis.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY:

The first Visa Card was issued in Hong Kong in 1977. According to

an estimate made by Mr. Edwin Li of International Bank of Asia,

approximately 600,000 people in Hong Kong are carrying 800,000

Visa Cards. The potential cardholder number is projected to be

2.5 million. By year end 1988, there were eleven banks issuing

Visa Classic and Premier Cards (two more banks are joining Visa

International- Bank of Credit and Commerce and The Union Bank

which will issue Visa Cards in 1989). There will be good

opportunities for future growth in the Visa Card market. Visa

International members in Hong Kong as a consequence aggressively

market the product to the consumers.

From the mapping analysis of marketing tactics against Visa Card

issuing banks (Figure 3), it is seen that most of the tactics are

targeted towards active bank product users and existing Credit

Cardholders. The most commonly employed tactics are Direct

Mailing, Take One Brochure Stand and Statement Insert. These are

the less expensive promotional campaigns and are considered by

the bankers to be more effective in attacking new Visa Card

accounts.

Some. marketing tactics seems to be rarely chosen by the banks.

They are Affinity Card, Card Design, Pre-approved Invitation and

Telemarketing. The reasons for the low 'Tactic Utilization Level'
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may be:

0 Affinity Card:

This tactic is a good plan in sourcing new customers.

However, it is extremely difficult to find a partner in

promoting the card. For market leaders with large market

shares, to introduce a new Affinity Card only induces brand

switching within the same bank.

0 Card Design:

New Card Design merely upgrades bank image as more

innovative no solid cardholder benefit is offered.

0 Pre-approved Invitation:

Tactic not preferred by banks as it,is extremely risky. Pre-

approved Invitation is done by the banks in small in-house

promotion to own bank accounts where credit reference can be

available.

0 Telemarketing:

Telemarketing is becoming more and more widely used in

foreign countries. The present tight labour shortage

situation in Hong Kong makes it almost impossible to execute

this tactic.

Though competition in the Credit Card market in Hong Kong is

classified as very keen, from the values of 'Bank Activity Level'

in the mapping of Visa Card marketing tactics, only a few banks

are actively pushing Visa Card. The banks are The Chase

Manhattan, Hang Seng Bank, Hong Kong Bank and Nanyang Credit Card

Company. They are trying to increase their market shares by
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achieving one or all of the following objectives:

o To increase number of Credit Cards per cardholder.

o To increase market share by switching Visa Cardholders from

other banks.

o To explore new sources of Visa Cardholders.

When the marketing tactics are grouped into the modified Meidan

Model (Figure 4), the following features are of particular

interest:

0 Market Penetration and Market Leader:

Cardholder benefits are provided by most tactics in these

strategic classes. By offering EXTRA benefits, existing

cardholders in the market may apply for one more Visa Card.

The banks can therefore either maintain or expand their

market shares. In order to hit the whole Credit Card market,

Mass market approach is taken by the banks.

0 New Market Niche:

Market segmentation tactics are found in this category. The

target segments are tertiary institution undergraduates,

local departmental store and hotel chain customers.

0 Market Challenge Strategy:

Though the bankers in this category are sometimes described

as innovative, they are stepping into unknown areas of the

business. New products and features are risky in that they-

may not be readily accepted by the consumers. If the banks

seize market opportunities by taking high risk business, they

expose themselves to uncertain situation concerning
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profitability.

0 Market Follower:

By copying the most successful or popular marketing tactics

in the market, the banks need only evaluate the effectiveness

of other bankers' tactics.

0 Relationship Building Strategy:

Magazine Edition, Member-get-member and Staff Referral are

various means of providing market information to potential

cardholders. By creating aspiration and peerage groups, the

tactics are fairly effective.

With the application of the modified Meidan model to the visa

Card issuing banks, it is observed that out of the eleven banks

studied, four banks adopt Defensive Marketing Strategy:

0 Hang Seng Bank

0 Bank of Credit and Commerce

0 Banque Nationale de Paris

0 Shanghai Commercial Bank

These four banks are aiming at survival in the Visa Card market.

The Bank of East Asia issues Visa Card only because it operates

an efficient system in Visa merchant sales. Visa Card issuance is

a market niche extension. International Bank of Asia goes for

market segmentation. It avoids direct competition with existing

banks in the market.

When we describe the future Visa Card market in Hong Kong as a

prosperous one, we may have numerous reasons and evidence.
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However, we must be very careful when we say that the Visa Card

market in Hong Kong is widely competitive. At present, only five

banks (or company) are competing in the Visa Card market:

The Chase Manhattan Bank

Citibank

Hong Kong Bank

Nanyang Credit Card Company Limited

Standard Chartered Bank

In the United States, there were 18618 Visa International

institutional members at year end 1987 (50) and eight Credit

Cards of all types, on average, are possessed by a cardholder.

These comparisons reveal that there is still great potential in

the Visa Card market, and that is the reason why more banks are

joining Visa International to issue Visa Cards in Hong Kong.

The Visa Card market is competitive' only because all eleven

Card issuing banks are striving for the 800,000 existing Credit

Cardholders and filling up their letter boxes with so called

'junk mail' (letters or publications which are sent to you by

some entities unknown to you and not upon your request).
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

In view of the market situation in Hong Kong, the following

observations may be made concerning Visa Card:

1. MARKET SEGMENTATION MAY BE A BETTER STRATEGY THAN A MASS

MARKET APPROACH:

As all Visa Cards must bear the blue-white-gold logo of Visa

International, it seems that Visa Cards all looks the same,

and thus market segmentation strategy seeking to differentiate

one bank's card from another is not particularly favoured by

banks. However, The Chase Manhattan Bank has upgraded its Visa

Card to seek to target it to upmarket customers. And in

another segmentation stroke, International Bank of Asia

stirred up the whole Credit Card market in Hong Kong by

promoting the 'MY CARD' MasterCard for women. These are

indications that Market Segmentation is worth consideration.

The banks should evaluate the possibility of segmenting the

market for more effective marketing programmes.

After The Chase Manhattan Bank launched its lucky draw and

free annual fee campaign mass market moves potential Visa

Cardholders suddenly found that there were similar programmes

from Hong Kong Bank, then from Nanyang Credit Card Company,

then from Hang Seng Bank, then from Citibank. It would seem-

necessary to re-consider the strengths and weaknesses of such

mass market approaches, and seek to spend the investment

budgets more smartly and trenchantly.
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2. THERE NEED BE NO LIMIT TO NEW PRODUCT/SERVICE FEATURES:

o Multi-purpose Cards or All-in-one Cards are issued by some

banks which include ATM (Automatic Teller Machine)

functions, Visa Card and Check Guarantee Card features. Many

other services can be added to the Visa Card to make it a

versatile and indispensable financial instrument. There will

be very probably a stage in future that 'We can't leave home

without it!'

o With advancement in technology,EFT(Electronic Fund Transfer)

and EFTPOS (Electronic Fund Transfer Point of Purchase-

called Easy Pay System in Hong Kong) are now add-on features

for most Visa Cards. By establishment of inter-continental

networks, international EFT and EFTPOS systems, overseas

consumer purchases will be our future shopping style.

o The invention of' Smart Cards is under investigation. The

concept is to store all personal financial data in a silicon

chip on a plastic card and be accessed by the involved banks

and companies. Payments of utility bills, taxes, society and

club membership will be made through such 'Smart Cards'.

o In order to provide extra services to their quality

customers, some banks even issue Corporate Visa Cards to

companies. Monthly Visa Card statements are sent to the

respective companies for their accounting purposes. The

banks may provide analysis of all those expenses and

exercise control on behalf of the related companies.
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3. MARKETING OF VISA CARD SHOULD FOLLOW A CONSUMER PRODUCT

APPROACH:

Visa Card is considered by many bank managers to be a consumer

product rather than a financial instrument. The marketing of

Visa Card should therefore follow a consumer product approach.

By consumer product approach, the attribute of product

services is more powerful to persuade the end users.

With a fairly short history, the product is quite unknown to

the public. Especially in Asia, many people know that there

are Credit Cards issued by banks. They can quote the names of

the banks which offer Visa Cards. However, they accept Visa

Card only as a bank product. Consumers have to be educated to

recognise the advantages of Credit Cards SERVICES before they

will apply for them.

Of the nineteen marketing tactics outlined in this paper, most

of them emphasize WHAT benefits the Visa Card applicants can

obtain when they become members. The tactics do not convince

them WHY they should bother to become members. One of the

reasons American Express appeals to so many Credit Cardholders

may be due to the introduction of global membership assistance

services. It seems service (quality service) is a critical

factor in the successful marketing of Visa Card.

4. VISA CARD IS GOING TO ACCOUNT FOR GREATER SHARE OF TOTAL BANK

PROFITABILITY:

As a traditional practice, the banks in Hong Kong provide

general deposit and checking account services. To issue Visa

Card and include it as a bank product is only a recent event.
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Most of the banks establish the Card Centres as independent

profit centres. Bank account holders are then invited to apply

Visa Cards. However, with Visa Card becoming a popular

consumer product, the trend. is being reversed. It will be more

probable that Visa Cardholders will develop their relationship

with the banks by opening traditional deposit or overdraft

accounts. In the past, the bank staff will send you a Visa

Card application form because you have a checking account in

the bank. At present the bank staff may invite you to open a

savings account because you are a Visa Cardholder of the bank.

The effect of Visa Card on the profitability of the bank as a

whole must be carefully evaluated.

5. A CENTRAL CREDIT BUREAU SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED:

In 1987 total worldwide fraud loss of Visa Card was 0.1% of

payment volume, which was over US$ 170 million. Card fraud

loss was about US$ 11 million for the whole Asia-Pacific

region.(50) There is still room for improvement in the credit

control system of Visa Card issuing banks in Hong Kong.

Although some banks, e.g. American Express, The Chase

Manhattan, etc. have linked together and shared the same

credit reference in Hong Kong. As suggested by Mr. Albert

Leung of Shanghai Commercial Bank, a Central Credit Bureau is

now necessary. The banks in Hong Kong are trying to source new

Visa Cardholders. The credit control system may be perfect for'

all banks. However, if their control systems do not

communicate with one another, loopholes will be there and the

banks will suffer utimately.
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6. SMALL BANKS CAN ISSUE VISA CARD BY JOINING CREDIT CARD

COMPANY:

The Nanyang Credit Card Company Limited provides a fairly

unique service to small banks in Hong Kong. While Visa

International helps in establishing the system of Visa Card

Centres for its members, Nanyang Credit Card Company provides

the operational and marketing support to the small Visa Card

issuing banks. The company groups the small banks together and

protects them under the same umbrella. To be a Visa

International member and to issue Visa Cards requires heavy

investment in computer and operational systems. To survive in

the competitive market and to maintain a small market share

with a small budget are really difficult. It is foreseen that

more and more small banks will join this conglomerate.

Becoming one of the members of the Credit Card Company can be

of great value for the small banks, but they may have to

forfeit some of their marketing autonomy and independence in

the process.
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APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS
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DATE: February 28, 1989.
INTERVIEWEE:

Mr. Daniel Lam,

Manager,

Credit Card Centre,

Bank of Credit and Commerce.

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

Bank of Credit and Commerce joined Visa International in 1988.

The first Visa Card will be issued tentatively in mid-June, 1989.

For the new Visa Card Centre, the first group of customers

targeted is the bank staff and bank account holders of the Bank

of Credit and Commerce. The main strategy employed will be

through cross-selling and direct mailing. The major campaigns

will be in the form of in house .promotions.

For other banks with a large customer base, Visa Card Centres

will firstly perform market researches or interviews with Credit

Cardholders. After drafting the needs of the market, detail

planning about the whole package will be determined. Periodical

reviews will then tune up the marketing programme.

However, for The Bank of Credit and Commerce, with a zero

customer base, the establishment of a Visa Card Centre is only a

'me too' policy. The issuance of Visa Cards to own bank account

customers is to provide them with another basic consumer product.

Visa Credit Card is now a very common financial instrument with

no special. feature. Customer preference for any bank cards is

minimized. If benefits of any service in other banks are also

contained in their own bank, there is great tendency for the

customers to apply their own bank card.
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Competition in the Visa Card market is foreseen by Mr. Daniel Lam

to be very severe. Changes will come fast and unpredictable.

Concerning the future Visa Card Market, Mr. Lam has made the

following comments:

1. Cost and benefit of any future special promotion must balance,

otherwise he would rather do nothing. By segmenting the market

and be target oriented, trying not to challenge any large

banks, competition between the banks will be reduced.

Demassification would therefore imply cost effectiveness and

competition minimization. At present, no solid break-through

in product feature is offered, lucky draws, annual fee

discounts are only monetary benefits to the Visa Cardholders

that the banks will skim from their profits.

2. Both Visa and MasterCard are now actively improving their

communicating networks so as to capture card frauding and

reinforce credit control. System operation is frequently

modified. That is a burden to many banks, the very complicated

system hardware costs several hundred thousand US dollars to

install.

3. Visa Card merchant services will be implemented at a later

stage. Due to the capitalization of the computer system and

the very thin profit margin in the Visa merchant sales, Mr.Lam

doesn't consider it to be a profitable busines. Being a

traditional bank in commercial lending, The Bank of Credit and

Commerce regards the consumer banking sector to be more

rewarding in that growth is more stable and return on

investment is higher.
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4. With increase in personal wealth, the residents in Hong Kong

live an urban pattern life style. Personal consumption is

high. The objectives of the marketing strategies of the Bank

of Credit and Commerce for Visa Card are:

o To increase the number of Visa Cards issued.

o To provide good quality customer service, therefore the

minimum requirement of annual income will be deliberately

set higher.

The bank only plans to start the business and not a war of

competition. Annual fee discount and pre-approved application

invitation will only apply to own bank staff and valued accounts

of the bank.
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DATE: March 1, 1989.INTERVIEWEE:

Mr. Kenneth Mui,

Card Centre Manager,

Banque Nationale de Paris.

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

Banque Nationale de Paris joined Visa International and issued

the first Visa Card in 1980.

In mapping its own bank customers, BNP finds that its clients are

very demanding. Advanced technology is required, so ATM, EFT and

Visa become part of the development programmes of the bank. The

aim of the BNP Visa Card is to provide better service to its own

bank accounts and not to make profit. Upon launching of the

product, advertising was limited to English TV channels and press

ads. The target was set to those high income group. BNP Visa was

not actively promoted or advertised. BNP occupies a fairly low

position in the market share ranking.

The BNP Card Centre is a self-sustained division, it is therefore

profit oriented. Out of the many marketing tactics commonly used

by the banks in Hong Kong, only a few are taken by BNP Card

Centre:

1. Telemarketing is only limited to enquiries made to those

cancelled accounts so that present weakness can be improved.

2. Annual fee benefit is granted only to BNP staff.

3. Student Card was issued in the past. Applications from final

year students studying in tertiary institutions were approved.

No annual fee was charged.

4. Take-one Stands are installed in the bank branches displaying
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only Classic Visa Card Applications. Premier Card Applications

are not displayed.

5. Visa Card Newsletters are circulated amongst bank staff only.

6. No particular attention is given to staff referrals.Visa Cards

are issued to bank account holders according to normal

procedures.

In 1987, free annual fee benefit offered to Visa Card applicants

by the Chase Manhattan Bank triggered a price war. Though BNP

suffered loss of market share, no annual fee discount was

proposed. With the primary objective to provide good quality

services, the small overhead expenses of the Card Centre were

sufficiently recovered by the HK$120 annual fee. The BNP Card

Centre operations still maintained its profitability.

The price war in annual fee in 1987 was followed by another price

war in Visa merchant sales discount. The original 2.5% discount

was cut down to marginally more than one percent (the breakeven

point is about one percent for a normal operation). After

intervention by Visa International, the minimum was set at two

percent.

There are two openings in the future marketing strategies of BNP:

1. Existing bank accounts will be examined.By sending application

invitations, new Visa Card accounts will be solicited. Annual

fee may be discounted or waived. This tactic fits in well with

the low cost policy of the Card Centre.

2. Marketing strategies of Visa International will be followed

Starting April 1, 1989, new product features will be added to

the Visa Premier Card:
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0 New card design with Visa logo moved to bottom right corner

of the Visa Card.

0 Visa Premier Card will be renamed as Visa Gold Card.

0 New global assistance will be offered: free lost card

replacement, collection telephone calls to Visa Gold Card

Centre, free calls for Doctor consultancy, free car renting

arrangement,.... These are to make the Visa Gold Card more

attractive as compared to American Express.
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DATE: March 16, 1989.INTERVIEWEE:

Ms Panky Poon,

Second Vice President,

Individual Banking Group,

Credit Card Business Division,

The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

The Chase Manhattan Bank joined Visa International and started

issuing Classic and Premier.Visa Cards in 1985.

The marketing strategy at that time was to attract more new

customers and increase their spending volume. Marketing tactics

that were used or are being used:

o Chase Advantage Points- Advantage points will be acccumulated

from the purchases of the cardholders. Such points can be used

for buying specially discounted products or for participation

in some entertainment programmes.

o Bi-weekly Newsletters- Catalogues of seasonal or festival

products will be mailed to all cardholders.

o Telemarketing- not aggressively done.

o Annual Fee Benefit- Programme was launched once in 1987. As

quality customers are the targeted group, such benefit will

not be considered in the future.

o Pre-approved Invitation- only for selected internal bank

accounts.

o Free Gift- usually included in special campaigns.

o Member-get-member- incentives are awarded to both Chase Visa

Card members and new cardholders.
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0 Student Card- started in 1989.

0 Promotion Counters- Take-one stands are located in the bank

branches and in some retailer outlets.

0 Affinity Card- not considered by Chase Manhattan,'because good

account group is difficult to explore. Smaller banks will

utilize that tactic to acquire new sources of cardholders.

That is not a meaningful tool for large banks because it may

only switch one brand of cardholders to another brand of Visa

Card within the same bank.

0 Priority Processing- a six day card issuance programme was run

in early 1989.

0 New Product Features- is always an objective for Chase.

0 Statement Insert- it is used as an effective reminder.

0 Staff Referral- incentive is provided and tie in with special

campaigns.

The Visa Card market is still expanding, but the direction is

towards the younger or lower working class. Quality customers

were skimmed off by the existing Credit Card companies. The

strategy of most banks is to increase market penetration by a

mass market approach. Competition in the Visa Card market can be

classified into:

1. New cardholder sourcing.

2. Multiple cardholding, to increase the number of Credit Cards

owned by each cardholder.

3. Brand switching, to capture Credit Cardholders of another bank

in the market.

Though Chase Manhattan will consider market segmentation, the
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strategy is regarded by Ms. Poon to be theoretically feasible

only. The succes of market segmentation depends on product nature

and product cycle. The niche market must exist and entry to the

niche must be justified as segmentation will require additional

investment.

Due to the price war in Visa merchant discounting rate years ago,

Chase does not at this moment plan to enter the Visa merchant

market.

The future Credit Card market will venture towards younger and

lower income group. The consumers will become better educated as

more product and market information are supplied to- them. Visa

Card will not only be a payment vehicle, it will also be a credit

vehicle. Cardholders will plan their purchases and be more

demanding.

During this investment period, Chase Manhattan will try to

enhance the Visa Card product features and improve its service

quality.
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DATE: February 27, 1989.INTERVIEWEE:

Ms. Yammie Yan,

Cashier,

Cardholder Marketing Department

Credit Card Centre,

The Bank of East Asia Limited.

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

The Bank of East Asia became the partner of Bank of America in

1975 and then involved in the business on the merchant side of

the Bank Americard. When Visa International was established, The

Bank of East Asia became an associated member. In 1987, Citibank

acquired Bank Americard Centre. East Asia joined the Visa

International as a full member and issued the first Visa Card in

1988.

In the sale agreement of the Bank Americard Centre, Bank of

America committed to transfer all of the Visa cardholders to

Citibank. East Asia therefore had to start from zero. In the

initial stage, the objective of the bank was to build up its own

Visa accounts.

In order to acquire long-term customers, and to implement low

cost programmes, only low profile advertising was released. These

included press ads in Hong Kong Management Association

publications and in some newspapers (Hong Kong Economic Journal,

South China Morning Post, Sing Pao and Oriental Daily).

Other strategies that were employed are listed as follow:

o Direct Mailing- to East Asia Bank account holders only.

o Annual Fee Discount- first year annual fees were discounted.
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o Pre-approved invitation- to East Asia Bank accounts.

o Free gift souvenir- key chains.

o Take one stand- in every branch.

o Bonus point programme- Visa. Card annual fee was waived.

Severe competition in the Credit Card market has made East Asia

Bank fairly conservative. Large scale promotion campaign is not

justified by a limited budget. The most important goals are to

maintain the present number of cardholders, to resist the

trimming of cardholders by other banks and to increase the market

share of the bank. To attract more new accounts, East Asia Bank

will keep on issuing pre-approved applications to its own bank

customers. New product features will be added to the Visa Card

whenever they are feasible.

To increase the profitability of the Card Centre, it is necessary

to boost the spending volume of the cardholders. Revenue from

merchant sales is another important source. Therefore newsletters

introducing special offer purchases are regularly sent to the

cardholders.

In the near future, due to the low profile policy of the bank for

Visa Card ,present marketing strategies will be maintained.

Advertising in the mass media will be neglected. Member-get-

member project will be executed when the cardholder base is large

enough. Free gift and souvenir programme will be considered.
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DATE: February 28, 1989.
INTERVIEWEE:

Mr. Richard K.T. Tsang,

Hang Seng Credit Card Ltd.

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

Hang Seng Bank joined Visa International in 19BU and issues zne

first Visa Card in 1981.

The marketing strategy of Hang Seng Bank is regarded as

conservative. The promotion of Visa Card was mostly in the form

of posters and take-one stands in the retail outlets, i.e. bank

branches and MTR mini-banks. Until 1988, severe competition in

the Visa Card market forced Hang Seng Bank to consider large

scale campaigns to maintain and increape its Visa Card accounts.

Press and radio advertising, a HK$1.2 million super prizes lucky

draw were arranged.

To supplement the lucky draw promotion, Visa Card application

forms were mailed to bank account (current, savings, mortgage and

loan accounts) holders.

In order to push up the spending volume of the cardholders,

brochures and pamphlets of promotional or seasonal items are sent

to the cardholders with the monthly statements. A Bonus Point

e is also introduced. When the total dollar value billed to a

cardholder exceeds a certain value, annual Visa Card fee will be

discounted.

To provide an incentive for Member-get-member referrals, a HK$50-

gift coupon will be given to a cardholder when an Visa Card

applicant is successfully referred.

To source potential cardholders, Student Cards (though in
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operation, it is not.promoted or publicized) are issued to third

or fourth year students over 21 years of age and studying in

tertiary institutions.

One of the marketing tactics taken by Hang Seng Bank is the

issuance of House Cards. Crocodile Credit Card, China Products

Credit Card and Hong Kong Daimaru Credit Card were introduced in

1988 and 1989 (Picture 11). The House Card is a mutual benefit

for both departmental stores and Hang Seng Bank. While the stores

can keep an extra group of customers with loyalty, the bank can

secure the Visa merchant sales accounts.

To maintain brand awareness and to increase spending volume,

various magazines are published in the market: Vista by Hong Kong

Bank, Greatwall by Nanyang Commercial and Wealth by Hang Seng

Bank (Picture 12). Wealth is mailed to every Hang Seng Bank Visa

Premier Cardholder. The content mainly consists of merchant

advertisements and own bank promotional campaigns.

Concerning the present market situations, Mr. Tsang regards the

move by Chase Manhattan Bank in 1987 as an initiation of the

severe competition. With free annual fee membership and a lucky

draw for a BMW 325i from Chase Manhattan, Hong Kong Bank joined

the contest with similar benefits. At that time, new applicants

for Hang Seng Bank Visa Cards dropped rigorously. It becomes

difficult to maintain the cardholder base. People begin to keep

more than one Credit Card and become more demanding. More*

competitors joined and will join the market. New Visa Cards with

new product features are coming forth.

Investment in promotions, marketing and getting market shares are
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expensive. It is also difficult to measure their ettecuiveness.

However, the Visa Card market is considered to be unsaturated,

and there is potential of further growth. The followings are some

indications of possible marketing trends in future:

1. To maintain cardholder and brand (or bank) loyalty. That will

be the first priority for all banks. To some extent,emigration

is one of the reasons that cardholders closed their Visa Card

accounts.

2. Market segmentation will be one important strategy

International Bank of Asia designed 'My Card' MasterCard and

issued an Affinity Card with Club Grand.

3. Towards service improvement,, Citi)ank started a 24 hour

customer enquiry service for its Visa Cardholders.

4. New product features were frequently included. Standard

Chartered offered Manhattan Yacht Club Membership, Holiday Inn

Booking Discount,.....

Visa Cardholders are now becoming more demanding and they are

spoilt by the aggressive bankers in Hong Kong.
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DATE: March 10, 1989.
INTERVIEWEE:

Ms. Wendy Tso,

Business Analyst,

Card Centre, Personal Banking Division,

The Honqkonq and Shanghai Banking Corporation

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

At present, Hong Kong Bank issues six Credit Cards, five were

denominated in Hong Kong Dollar and one in US Dollar. The types

and dates of issuance are:.

o 1974 MasterCard

o 1979 Visa Card (joined Visa International membership)

o 1982 Visa Premier Card

o 1986 JCB Card

o 1987 Gold MasterCard

o 1988 Visa Premier Card (in US$)

Adopting a mass market approach, the marketing strategies of Hong

Kong Bank include:

o Annual Fee Benefit- executed frequently, that is part of the

Home Loan package (a mortgage service) launched in 1989.

o Graduate Student Program- for graduates of tertiary institut-

ions, pre-approved Visa Cards are issued to them before their

employment free of charge.

o Display Stands- all application forms except the US Dollar

denominated Visa Gold Card applications are displayed in all.

branches.

o Private Label Cards( House Cards)- these are issued for

Mandarin Hotel, China Arts and Crafts, and the Dragon Seed
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(called the Elite Card). Special discounts are offered to the

cardholders for purchases in the outlets.

o Priority Processing- this was done by Direct Mailing to Gold

Card potential applicants.

o Member-get-member- free souvenir and a Prize Draw were

arranged for cardholders introducing successful applicants to

the bank (Picture 13 14).

o Magazine Edition- Vista( former Hong Kong City) is sent to

Visa Cardholders on a subscription basis. Another' magazine,

Premier is mailed free of charge to gold cardholders bi-

monthly.

o Direct Mailing- catalogues of seasonal or festival products

will be sent to all cardholders.

o Statement Insert- pamphlets and brochures introducing special

campaign features are often used as an effective means to

follow up large scale promotions.

o Advertising- mass media advertising or sometimes in.the form

of posters to be displayed in all branches.

o Incentive Purchase Program- that is an accumulation of

advantage points through consumer purchases leading to several

cardholder benefits (to increase the chances in lucky draws).

The objective is to encourage cardholder spending volume.

Compared with the number of Credit Card applications in Hong Kong

Bank in 1987, there is a substantial increase in 1988. As

projected by Ms. Tso, there is still growth potential in the

Credit Card market.

The marketing strategy of Hong Kong Bank in Visa Card business in



HK$1lost card liabilityThis ingenious beverage warmer is yours- FREE
If your Credit Cardshouldever be lost or stolen, your liabilityWhenyou apply for a HongkongBankMasterCard,

請 即 申 請 ， 閣 下 即 可 免 费 獲 赠

精 美 飲 品 保 暖 器 is just HK$1provided the loss is reported to us promptly.Classic Visa, or a JCBCard before 30 April 1989, and. are
accepted, you will sxeive an ingenious beverage warmer,Apply now and receive an

Flexible repayment optionsworth HK$150- free. It will keep your favourite drinks hot
Ingenious free gift! ValueHK$150 You can pay for all your shopping with HongkongBankfrom honey lemon, jasmine tea, cappuccino even soup

Credit Cards and enjoy our flexible repaymentoptions: youand it fits nicely into any busyoffice or your home.
can chooseto pay as little as 556 of your monthlybill or
HK$50(whichever is greater), or you maypay in full with no

Instant worldwide acceptance
finance charge. The choice is yours.You can enjoy the era convenience of using your
Unlike manyother credit cards, whenyou chooseto pay justHongkongBankCredit Card at over 6 million merchant.
the minimumamount due - you pay finance charge only forlocations in HongKongand around the world.
the outstanding amount- no finance charge will be levied

on any new purchases.More credit - more purchasing power
You receive more purchasing power with HongkongBank

It's easy to discover "The Difference"Credit Cardswhichgive you a continuouscredit line of up to
Simply complete and return the attached application form to4 times your monthlysalary.
us postage-free. If you are already a HongkongBankCredit
Cardholder, you could apply another Credit Card and stillAccess to a global network of more than 30,000 ATMs
enjoy this special privilege; or you maypass this form to a

With a HongkongBankCredit Card, you will have friend, enabling themto take advantageof this exclusive offer.
instant access to a global network of over 30,000 ATMs.
A network that gives you cash in local currencies. You can

Apply before 30 April 1989- experience "The HongkongBank
also enjoy 24 hour banking convenience at-ever 550 ETC

Difference" and receive an ingenious beveragewarmerfree.
machines in Hong Kong, Macau and China. For further information, please call our CustomerService Unit

on 3-917741.

HongkongBank

滙 豐 銀 行

Picture 13: Free Gift Source: Hong Kong Bank

價 值 港 幣 $150



Picture 14: Member-get-member Lucky Draw Source: Hong Kong Bank
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Hong Kong will remain unchanged:

1. To increase market share in the Visa Card market.

2. To increase spending volume of cardholders.

3. To increase Visa Card merchant sales.
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DATE: March 3, 1989.
INTERVIEWEE:

Mr. Edwin K.C. Li

Manager, Cardholder Marketing,

International Bank of Asia.

.CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

International Bank of Asia was formerly called Sun Hung Kai Bank

Ltd. In 1985, Arabic Banking Corporation acquired Sun Hung Kai

Bank and the bank was restructured as International Bank of Asia.

The marketing strategies of bank products changed drastically.

SHK Bank joined Visa International in 1978. The marketing tactics

were passive and of low profile. Credit Card product was

incorporated into the retail banking business. Customers with SHK

Bank accounts were solicited to apply for a Visa Card. Promotions

included posters and take-one stands in bank branches. Direct

Mailing was done on a limited scale.

Mr. Li of IBA regards Visa Card as a generic product homogeneous

for all twelve issuing banks. Visa Card is made more attractive

to the cardholders only because it is issued by a larger bank,

providing better services and more benefits.

Mass market approach requires great investment. Advertising and

promotions must cover the whole market. The best example of mass

marketing is Hong Kong Bank. With extensive bank branch and ETC

networks, a well developed payroll system for many corporate

accounts make Hong Kong Bank a leader in the Visa Card market.

To survive in the competitive environment, IBA tries Target

Marketing which requires smaller investment. To identify new

market niche, targeted segment with special features must be
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explored. To sell the Visa Card as a consumer product, demand of

the consumers must firstly be considered. After researches were

performed, IBA launched the feminine MasterCard MY CARD in 1988

(Picture 15). The rationale of the strategy is:

1. By introduction of a female credit card, market is segmented

and only target marketing is needed.

2. Being an impulsive buyer, the spending volume by cardholders

will be large.

3. There is boundary for the market niche, and it is not large

enough for followers to survive in the same niche.

4. Promotions and campaigns will be consistent to one group of

customers.

MasterCard instead of Visa Card was chosen:

1. Due to its longer history in Hong Kong, Visa Card is perceived

as a traditional bank product. While 800,000 Visa Cards are

issued, only 200,000 MasterCard are circulated. By the. less

than ten year history in Hong Kong, most consumers are

impressed that MasterCard is a newer banking instrument.

2. The Hong Kong economy is dominated by young and dynamic

personalities. Their great consumption power and willingness

to test new products imply a good successs for the launching

of MasterCard.

3. Becauce most consumers own Visa Cards, if an additional credit

card is promoted, it will be an emotional approach to promote.

My Card as a MasterCard.

For a long term strategy, My Card is the identified product for a

particular market segment. At later stages, there may be no



As a financially
responsible woman

a credit card is
important to you

No card, however,
provides the prestige or
status of

MyCard is Hong Kong's first MasterCard created

exclusively for women. It will give you a whole new
sense of pride. A whole new sense of value

Make MyCard your card today and get these valuable
benefits when you use the card at these participating

establishments.

Free shampoo blow/dry or oil treatment
worth $ 70 and $ 100 with any styling service,

and a bottle of Rever treatment shampoo
with any permanent wave within the

first two months. Plus a 10%discount on

all hairstyling services through June, 1989.

10% discount on each facial or body

treatment at Elizabeth Arden beauty salons.
Valid through October, 1988.

HK$1,000 of premier skin care products

or slimming treatments free when you
become an annual member of Givon

International Health Spa before June, 1989.

40% discount worth $95 of newsstand
price of Style magazine. Plus an exclusive
gift item worth $120 for MyCard
subscribers. Goodthrough June, 1989.

20% discount on every item purchased at
Jindo Fur Salon Vald through October

1989

Plus we have manyother special offers for

you!

MyCard is accepted at over 6 million establishments
around the world and in over 25,000 locations in Hong

Kong plus 140,000 banks worldwide!

100% Protection for Lost Cards

There is no liability for unauthorized charges,

providing you inform the bank immediately.

Travel Insurance

MyCard cardholders and their spouses, as well as
dependent children under 23 years of age, receive

premium-free travel insurance up to HK$150,000.
This insurance applies to all tickets purchased with
the card- for use on any public conveyance.

Satisfaction Guarantee

If you cancel MyCard during your first year you'll

receive a pro-rata refund of the annual fee.

Revolving Credit
MyCard is issued on a rewolving credit basis. Make

your monthly repayment in full or simply pay 5% of

your current monthly balance when due

Cash fast-worldwide!
You can obtain cash advances from all IBA and

Master Teller ATM's worldwide and over 600 Jetco
ATM's in Hong Kong, Magau and China. And if you

bank with us you can access up to three accounts at

any IBA or Jetco ATM.

MyCard holders will enjoy a substantial line of credit and
pay no joining fee! The regular annual fee is just HK$150

and HK$75 for any additional card.

It is easy to apply for MyCard, simply complete and
return the application form

Should you wish to obtain additional information. Please
contact our MyCard Service Consulatant on: 5-8426111

Picture 15: My Card Source: International Bank of Asia
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difference whether My Card is a MasterCard or Visa Card. It may

be even possible for the consumers to make their own choice

between the two.

Traditionally, the business path is from bank accounts to Credit

Cards. With the introduction of My Card, IBA management hopes

that the path can be reversed. Thus synergy will be achieved.

In the future, IBA will not go for the mass market. While Hong

Kong Bank occupies a large share of the Visa Card. market, the

other banks are merely fighting for the rest of the market share.

Therefore through target marketing, even though the initial card

volume or card number is small, the new cards issued are

attacking other banks effectively.

At present, there are approximately 1.2 million Credit Cards and

800,000 cardholders in the market. Each cardholder retains one

and a half Credit Cards. The potential cardholder number is

projected to be about 2.5 million. All these figures reveal that

the Visa Card market is still a potential market:

1. The number of cardholders may increase.

2. The number of Credit Cards per cardholders may increase.

Because most banks are fighting for the existing 800,000

cardholders so they describe the competition amongst the banks as

an acute one. With a strategy to explore new niches, IBA finds it

a prosperous market to develop in the future.

The bank will consider all sorts of marketing tactics free.

annual fee, gifts or souvenirs, Affinity Cards (with Club Grand),

Student Cards, etc. By relating former and later campaigns, the

whole range of marketing tactics will be capitalized. Synergy and
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cost effectiveness will be the primary objectives. The bank will

remain an innovative inventor and a trend setter.
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DATE : March8 . 1989 .
INTERVIEWEE:

Ms . WendyMui ,

Sub - Manager,

NanyangCredit Card Co . Ltd .

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

Nanyang Credit Card Company Limited joined Visa international as

a principal member and issued the first Visa Card in 1988 . The

whole China Bank Group and three others ( Ka Wah Bank , Union Bank

and Luso Bank - Macau ) are associated members of Visa

International , they issue Visa Cards under the membership of

Nanyang Credit Card Company Limited . Therefore all of the Visa

Cards and Visa Card application forms of the China Bank Group are

of the same design , only the bank names are different .

Mass market approach applies to all members within the group .

Marketing policies are centralized . Visa Card and Master Card are

managedon a product- by - productand not on a bank - by - bank basis .

Advertising was prepared upon launching of the Credit Cards . That

was to arouse awareness and to capture market share . The company

will keep on advertisingso as to :

o Keep consumersawared .

o Promote product image .

o Increase market penetration .

Because of keen competition , promotional programmes will be

revised annually . To increase market share , free annual fee

campaign is effective . Other campaigns include Free Gifts , Direct

Mailing , Cash Point Accumulation( annual fee discount benefit ) ,

Member- get - member.
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In 1988, several special programmes were executed:

o A Lucky Draw for a residential flat in Discovery Bay was

launched.

o A Staff Referral Incentive Scheme rewarded the departments

referring over 100 successful Visa Card applicants a free trip

to Thailand.

o A Priority Processing campaign was performed.

There are some long run marketing tactics:

o New Card Design- The China Bank Group is the first Visa

International member in Hong Kong to imprint a Greatwall

background on the Visa Card (Picture 16).

o Magazine Edition- The Great Wall is a mechanism to maintain

cardholder relationship (Picture 17). It is mailed free to

both Visa and MasterCard Gold Cardholders on a quarterly

basis.

o House Card- a VIP Card for a seafood restaurant is promoted.

o New Product Features- additional benefits are provided in the

insurance coverage for lost cards and travelling insurance

package.

Nanyang Credit Card Company is a new entrant in the Visa Card

market. However, Ms Mui is quite confident that the present

position of the company in market share is rising. Within two or

three years, only Hong Kong Bank (which has a long history, large

base and good bank image) can be a real competitor to the.

company. At present, the over one hundred thousand MasterCard

accounts has made Nanyang Credit Card Company a leader in the

MasterCard market in Hong Kong. This situation is not easily
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recognised by the public. The reason being that the group members

do not try to build up a very good bank image, the bank products

are not targeted at up market customers and insufficient support

for Credit Card marketing is given by the individual group

members.

Nanyang Credit Card Company Limited is different from other Visa

issuing entities in Hong Kong. The company consists of sixteen

member banks. As a company, it is independent in its

administration. The objective of the company is profit-making and

not image building. Various members have their own flexibility to

improve their bank image. Under the same company umbrella,

competition between the member banks does not exist. For smaller

banks with insufficient capacity in manpower and computer

equipment, it is an economical solution to join the Nanyang

Credit Card Company and issue Visa Cards. The company will

continue its expansion to cover all small banks in Hong Kong and

assist in their joining the Visa Card business.

The future Visa Card and MasterCard market will be prosperous,

more banks will join Visa International. Visa Card will become a

consumer necessity product. The business propect is optimistic as

the upcoming of more potential customers is foreseen. As more

benefits and features are recently developed for Visa Cards, it

becomes more possible that bank-customer relationship starts with

the application of Visa Card, and from the cardholders,

traditional bank accounts are opened. With the introduction of

international insurance coverage, cash advance service and more

flexible debt repayment terms, Visa Card is becoming a Personal
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Financial Instrument.

With the launching of Visa Card a year ago, 'five percent market

share was acquired by Nanyang Credit Card Company by waiving of

annual fee. Aggressive marketing campaigns will be planned in

1989 Direct Mailing, Member-get- member, Free Gift, all these

programmes will be performed in a mass market approach. Market

segmentation will not be considered by the company as such

strategy can only generate public awareness but not

profitability.
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DATE: March 6, 1989.INTERVIEWEE:

Mr. Albert T.W. Leung,

Manager,

Credit Card Service Department,

Ghanhai (nmmPrcial Bank Ltd.

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

Shanghai Commercial Bank joined Visa International in 1981 and

issued Visa Card in 1982. The primary reason of Shanghai

Commercial to join Visa Card market is to provide a better range

of services to its customers in retail banking. It also foresees

good business potential in the Credit Card market.

Because retail customer benefit is stressed, the objective of the

Visa Card Centre is to provide a supplementary service to own

bank accounts and Visa merchants. Campaigns were launched in low

key. They included newspaper advertising, direct mailing of

pamphlets and leaflets to own bank accounts and to a limited

number of external clients.

There were only six other competitors when Shanghai Commercial

entered the Visa Card market. The environment was less

competitive. There are now thirteen banks in the Visa Card

business, the number keeps on increasing. New comers still

consider the Credit Card market a profitable one and they also

want to provide better retail banking services.

Shanghai Commercial is more aggressive in acquiring merchant

sales than in Visa Card issuance. Its Visa cardholder marketing

relies mainly on marketing programmes drafted by Visa

International.
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Marketing strategies used by the bank:

o Mass media advertising- will only be performed for new Visa

Card services or features.

o Direct mailing- frequently included in the Visa Card

marketing plan of the bank.

o Annual fee benefit- it is considered by Mr.Leung to be one of

the most effective marketing tools.

o Pre-approved invitation- risky, will only be offered to own

bank accounts.

o Member-get-member- is performed in the form of direct mailing

to own bank customers.

o Student card- Visa Cards will be issued to students, no

special marketing plan or arrangement is given.

Mr. Leung doesn't consider segmentation a meaningful tactic in

the Visa Card market. Visa is a generic product same features,

same functions and under the same institution. It is extremely

difficult to convince differences between two Visa Cards to the

cardholders. As a result, Shanghai Commercial will go for mass

marketing. Special image building is not deliberated. There will

be no hard-selling for Shanghai Commercial Visa Card. Real

benefits and good service quality are emphasized. Annual fee

discount, lucky draws, free gifts will be useful marketing

manoevers. To maintain strong bondings between the bank and the

customers, relationship banking is important.

The future Credit Card market will be very competitive. Visa

International tries to improve its image, it is fighting for

shares in the Travel Entertainment Card business. American
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Express and Diners Club are working in the opposite direction.

They try to take up shares in Bank Credit Card market. The

features of Visa and Amex will then become similar and product

differentiation will be difficult Credit Cards are used for

purchases and giving consumer credits. Due to increased

acceptance by merchants, the present Visa Card system is

insufficient to provide a fraud proof control. Growth of Credit

Cards depends greatly on advancement of technology. With a

technological break through, it will be quite possible that in

the future, Credit Card becomes a credit identity for every

consumer.

Development of Credit Card is summarized as follows:

o The Credit Card market is well supported by various banks

Business volume will increase. Competition will be severe.

o To achieve a fraud proof system,'Smart Card'and Central Credit

Bureau are necessary.

o To be used as a daily financial instrument, 'All Purpose Card'

concept will be developed. Good technological support will be

required.

o Retail banking policies will be positioned to an open

environment. Different market-ing strategies will be used.

Bank management will be more professional.

Shanghai Commercial is not a market leader. Its objective is to

provide better services to its customers. In order to maintain

its market share, Visa Cardholder growth rate as one of the goals

of Shanghai Commercial will be aimed at the average market growth

rate.
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DATE: February 28, 1989.
INTERVIEWEE:

Mr. Dennis Luk,

Operations Manager,

Card Centre,

Standard Chartered Bank.

CONTENT OF INTERVIEW:

Standard Chartered Bank joined Visa International as the tni a

franchisee in Hong Kong in 1979 (Bank of America being the first

and Hong Kong Bank being the second). The first Visa Card of

Standard Chartered Bank was issued in 1980. From a rough

estimation, Hong Kong Bank possesses the greatest market share

(about 40%) in the Visa Card market which is followed by Citibank

as the second largest. Originally Diners was franchised to

Standard Chartered in Hong Kong, which was then transferred to

Citibank.

Marketing tactics used or are being used by Standard Chartered:

1. Advertising- special campaign for insurance benefit of Visa

Card promoted in TV in 1984.

2. Direct Mailing- invitation sent to external name lists and

also own bank accounts.

3. Tele-marketing -only performed when Visa Cardholders cancelled

their accounts.

4. Pre-approved invitation- only selectively sent to own bank

customers whose credit references can be obtained.

5. Card design- a special background of a map of the world is

adopted for the Standard Chartered Visa Card in 1989. The

first bank to use this tactic is the Nanyang Commercial Bank.
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The Federal Card takes the Greatwall as the Visa halogram.

6. New product features- A new package of cardholder benefits is

designed for Visa Card applicants in 1989. Purchase insurance,

Manhattan Yacht Club membership, Holiday Inn discount, Avis

car renting discount, Visa Gold Card global assistance, free

gift of calculator are offered.

7. Others- Luck draw for airliner tickets, take one stand in

bank branches, issuance of Affinity Cards (Standard Chartered

with Automobile Association), staff referrals were used or are

being used.

Mr. Luk disagrees with the concept of annual fee discount. The

group of price sensitive cardholders is not regarded as a good

target market or high quality customers.For the Member-get-member

strategy, he said American Express has done so well, it is not

easy for other banks to work out the same result with a small

budget. Though Student Cards are issued by several banks, due to

the low spending volume and the rational buying pattern, most

Student Cards are loss making.

To investigate the future Visa Card market, Mr. Luk' would

consider the movement of the market leaders:

1. Hong Kong Bank:

As a market leader, Hong Kong Bank has dominated the market.

Advertising is not important. It should emphasize its post-

promotional support. Direct mailing is well done. Member-get-

member programme will be effective. However, the credit

control in approving card issuance is not sufficiently tight.

The future development of Hong Kong Bank Visa Card should be
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towards profitability rather than market share.

2. Citibank:

Citibank has invested heavily in the Visa Card market, but its

marketing strategy is not clearly defined. It seems Citibank

try to serve an upmarket sector and build up a good image.

However, Visa Card is now a very common consumer bank product,

the achievement by Citibank is doubtful.

3. Chase Manhattan Bank:

Chase has established a very good image and it is readily

accepted by the high profile consumers. To increase its

profitability, Chase Manhattan is reducing its promotional

exposures to a very low level. To look for future

opportunities, Chase Manhattan is planning regional movement

into Taiwan and South East Asia.

4. International Bank of Asia:

My Card is a market segmentation tactic. Mr. Luk regards the

strategy by IBA is a right move but in the wrong direction.

Women are irrational buyers to purchases but rational

applicants of Visa Cards. The time span of a Credit Card owned

by unmarried women is quite short. When married, a wife

ultimately will become the supplementary cardholder of her

husband's Credit Card account. The good market segment should

therefore be the Yuppies.

The Visa Card market becomes very difficult for those new comers.

Standard Chartered Bank will maintain its present strategy and

aim at profitability. When promotions and campaigns are drafted,

market share increase will be one consideration, bottom-line of
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the budget will certainly be the other.
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